
2018 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series

A.P. Bio

Catfish (Pilot)
February 01, 2018

Jack Griffin is a Harvard philosophy scholar who loses out on his dream job and goes to work as a high
school Advanced Placement biology teacher in his hometown of Toledo, Ohio.

Oz Rodriguez, Directed by

A.P. Bio

Eight Pigs And A Rat
April 19, 2018

When one of Jack's (Glenn Howerton) students anonymously reports him for canceling their much-
anticipated fetal pig dissection, he sets out to find the snitch. Durbin's (Patton Oswalt) chances at
Principal of the Year are in jeopardy when the superintendent visits.

Carrie Brownstein, Directed by

Alex, Inc.

The Unfair Advantage
March 28, 2018

Alex Schuman quits his prominent job to start his own podcast company telling real stories that matter.
He hires his cousin Eddie and former producer, Deirdre, to help achieve his dream. Meanwhile, Ben
performs magic at the school talent show which teaches Alex an important lesson about his future.

Zach Braff, Directed by

Alexa & Katie

Secret Sleepover
March 23, 2018

Alexa wants a girls' night when her parents take Lucas on a college visit, but she and Katie must hide
their festivities from Katie's mom. Everything goes wrong, including a marching band invading Alexa's
home. The night ends with four girls in a tree, and Alexa happily greeting the sunrise.

Katy Garretson, Directed by



Alexa & Katie

Winter Luau
March 23, 2018

The doctors order Alexa to stay home, but she can still come to school -- on an iPad. Jennifer works
overtime to convince Jack her job is cool.

Trevor Kirschner, Directed by

American Housewife

The Anniversary 
January 17, 2018

Despising huge romantic gestures, Katie convinces Greg not to celebrate their anniversary. Meanwhile,
Oliver gets bad dating advice and enlists his own huge romantic gesture to win Gina back. He launches
hundreds of lanterns into the sky re-creating the movie Tangled. Anna Kat swindles classmates into
giving her candy.

David Bertman, Directed by

American Housewife

Family Secrets
November 15, 2017

Greg makes big plans to impress his parents (Barry Bostwick and Julia Duffy) when they visit for
Thanksgiving; but his vision is shattered when his neighbor Spencer (George Hamilton) and Katie's
mom (Wendie Malick) arrives unannounced and nothing goes as intended, and family secrets are
revealed from Anna-Kat's POV.

Melissa Kosar, Directed by

Another Period

The Love Boat
February 13, 2018

Lillian and Beatrice help Hortense with a science experiment. Frederick gets caught up in a lie. Peeper's
spends a night at sea with Dodo.

Jeremy Konner, Directed by

Arrested Development

Sinking Feelings
May 29, 2018

The Family gives themselves the FAMILY OF THE YEAR award - but Gob’s speech is barely over before
Lindsay leaves, George Sr. straps himself to an anchor and Michael saves him from his watery tomb. It
is soon revealed that Buster is in prison and the family rallies once more.

Troy Miller, Directed by



Ash vs Evil Dead

Apparently Dead
March 11, 2018

Ruby reveals herself to Ash as she tries to strengthen her bond with Brandy to defeat The Prophesized
One. Meanwhile, Pablo and Dalton continue to spar, unsure of one another.

Diego Meza-Valdes, Directed by
Andres Meza-Valdes, Directed by

Ash vs Evil Dead

Family
February 25, 2018

Ash has gone from zero to hero in Elk Grove! With evil defeated and humanity saved, there was only one
thing left to do: open a hardware store. His peace is short lived when evil returns with a new target
close to his heart.

Mark Beesley, Directed by

Ash vs Evil Dead

The Mettle Of Man
April 29, 2018

The Ghostbeaters are put to the ultimate test to defeat a global demon infestation whose epicenter is
Elk Grove. Ash, Pablo, Kelly and Brandy gear up for battle one last time to save the world!

Rick Jacobson, Directed by

Atlanta

FUBU
May 03, 2018

Y’all youngins don't know nothing about this. This one takes me back to middle school. Shout out Miller
Grove!

Donald Glover, Directed by

Atlanta

Teddy Perkins
April 05, 2018

Darius is trippin in this one. Y'all know I woulda been left.

Hiro Murai, Directed by



Atypical

Antarctica
August 11, 2017

Interested in having a girlfriend, Sam researches dating advice and puts it to the test. Meanwhile, his
overprotective mom Elsa must learn to let go.

Seth Gordon, Directed by

Atypical

The Silencing Properties Of Snow
August 11, 2017

After a disastrous dinner with Paige's family, Sam makes amends at the school dance. Casey's fury at
her mom affects her relationship with Evan.

Michael Patrick Jann, Directed by

Ballers

I Hate New York
August 27, 2017

With the owners’ meeting a week away, Spencer, Joe and Mr. Anderson head to New York in search of
financing for a Vegas stadium. Larry tests the limits of Charles’ loyalty and patience; Ricky gets a
sobering diagnosis, and presses Jason to close a deal.

Millicent Shelton, Directed by

Ballers

Make Believe
August 20, 2017

Spencer faces challenges getting Wayne to finance his Vegas initiative, and ponders his place in the big
picture. Looking to mend a feud between Larry and Coach Berg, Julie persuades Charles to invite both
over for a home-cooked meal. Vernon is surprised by an unscheduled visit from a league official.

Chloe Domont, Directed by

Ballers

Ricky-leaks
September 03, 2017

Spencer is in damage-control mode after an incident involving Ricky and a brash high-schooler. Excited
over a possible plum job, Charles bristles over Julie's lack of disclosure at work. Looking to reduce
Vernon's suspension, Reggie impresses Candace. Spencer and Joe find themselves at odds with
Anderson over ASM's future. 

Rob Weiss, Directed by



Ballers

Yay Area
September 24, 2017

Season finale. Spencer and Joe get a late-game assist in their efforts to win over team owners. After
some soul searching, Ricky maps out a new future. Jason gets Charles another crack at a coveted job.
Reggie makes an impact on Vernon’s teammates at training camp. 

Julian Farino, Directed by

Barry

Chapter Eight: Know The Truth
May 13, 2018

Season finale. Barry vows to give up his life of crime, once and for all. Pazar enlists Vacha’s replacement
to take care of Fuches. Moss and her team close in on a major arrest with hopes of finally cracking the
Madison case.

Alec Berg, Directed by

Barry

Chapter Four: Commit … To You
April 15, 2018

Barry finds that escaping Fuches and winning Sally's affections is harder than he thought.

Maggie Carey, Directed by

Barry

Chapter One: Make Your Mark
March 25, 2018

Barry, a depressed Midwestern hitman, is sent to LA to execute a hit for the Chechen mob. He follows
his target into an acting class, and Barry is bitten by the acting bug. Barry wants to join the class, but
the crime world isn’t ready to let him go.

Bill Hader, Directed by

Baskets

Women's Conference
March 06, 2018

Christine and Martha listen to harp music at brunch.

Jonathan Krisel, Directed by



Better Things

Eulogy
October 19, 2017

Sam demands satisfaction.

Pamela Adlon, Directed by

The Big Bang Theory

The Bow Tie Asymmetry
May 10, 2018

Sheldon and Amy finally get married after a brief interruption. All of their friends and family are there
including guest stars Mark Hamill, Kathy Bates, Laurie Metcalf, Teller, Wil Wheaton and Jerry O'Connell.

Mark Cendrowski, Directed by

The Big Bang Theory

The Neonatal Nomenclature
March 01, 2018

The gang tries different tactics to help Bernadette go into labor, as Sheldon enlists them to play the
world's most complicated board game; Wolowitz confronts Bernadette after Amy accidentally reveals
she’s already chosen their son’s name.

Gay Linvill, Directed by

The Big Bang Theory

The Tesla Recoil
November 16, 2017

Leonard and Wolowitz go to Kripke for help after Sheldon Betrays them by working with the military
behind their backs. Bernadette, home on bed rest, asks Raj to do some digging when she suspects
Ruchi is trying to steal her job.

Anthony Rich, Directed by

black-ish

Blue Valentime
May 01, 2018

Tensions are high between Dre and Bow as their contractor arrives to remodel the kitchen, realizing
they have grown apart. Dre reflects on the good times in his relationship with Bow.

Jonathan Groff, Directed by



black-ish

Fifty-Three Percent
April 17, 2018

Dre and Bow have been fighting more than usual and they decide to go back to their therapist, who
suggests they make time for a date night. Meanwhile, after Devante’s first birthday party, the bouncy
house gets left behind and Jack & Diane take advantage of it in different ways.

Tracee Ellis Ross, Directed by

black-ish

Juneteenth
October 03, 2017

The Johnsons go to a school play about Columbus Day, and Dre is dismayed by the historically
inaccurate way that the holiday is portrayed. He feels like there aren't enough black holidays, so he
enlists Aloe Blacc to help raise awareness for a holiday worth celebrating: Juneteenth.

Anton Cropper, Directed by

black-ish

North Star
March 27, 2018

When both Dre and Bow’s families show up for Easter, they have to learn to love each other’s different
cuisines. Meanwhile, Junior tries to organize an Easter Egg Hunt but Jack and Diane pretend not to be
interested to impress their cooler cousins.

Eva Longoria, Directed by

black-ish

Things Were Different Then
March 20, 2018

Dre sees his father's past in a new light when and Junior plan Pops' 65th birthday party; Jack and Diane
take advantage of Bow's decision to say yes to everything for a whole year.

Todd Holland, Directed by

Broad City

Florida
November 08, 2017

A trip to the Sunshine State makes Abbi and Ilana question their lives in New York City.

Ilana Glazer, Directed by



Broad City

Sliding Doors
September 13, 2017

In a flashback, Abbi and Ilana cross paths for the first time and spend the day together -- or don't.

Lucia Aniello, Directed by

Broad City

Witches
October 25, 2017

Abbi freaks out about aging after discovering a gray hair, and Ilana tries to recapture her sexual spark.

Abbi Jacobson, Directed by

Brockmire

In The Cellar
June 13, 2018

Jim goes on a bender with his new nihilistic friend, Elle, who pushes him towards a new level of
destruction.

Maurice Marable, Directed by

Brooklyn Nine-Nine

The Big House Pt, 2
October 13, 2017

When the Warden asks Jake to investigate Romero’s drug operation, Jake and Caleb find themselves
caught between the loyalties. Amy is offered a deal by a local mobster who claims he can prove Hawkins
guilty, but Holt and the rest of the gang think they have a safer plan.

Michael McDonald, Directed by

Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Jake & Amy
May 20, 2018

Jake and Amy’s wedding day is threatened, and Charles and the squad rush to help save it. Amidst the
chaos, Holt hesitates to open the email that will indicate if he has won his campaign for Commissioner,
despite Gina’s encouragement. Meanwhile, Terry gently pushes Rosa towards a potential love interest.

Dan Goor, Directed by



Casual

Look At Me
June 06, 2017

Valerie’s fling with her classmate gets more complicated than she had hoped. Laura uncovers troubling
information about her ballot proposition. A date inspires Alex to consider his future.

Lake Bell, Directed by

Champions

Pilot
March 08, 2018

Vince and Matthew, brothers who own a gym in Brooklyn, have their lives turned upside down when
Priya (Vince’s high school girlfriend) returns from Ohio to drop off their son Michael (they’ve never met)
to live with them to attend the fancy music school in Manhattan he’s been accepted to.

Michael Spiller, Directed by

Champions

Vincemas
April 12, 2018

Vince and Matthew are excited to bond with Michael on their annual camping trip - and the Champions
staff are excited to celebrate Vince's absence with a secret party they call Vincemas.

Geeta Patel, Directed by

Cobra Kai

Counterbalance
May 02, 2018

Daniel tries to strike a shady deal to undermine Johnny’s dojo. Meanwhile, Johnny expands his
enrollment ranks in the dojo. Miguel puts his karate practice into reality as Samantha faces rejection in
school.

Josh Heald, Directed by

Cobra Kai

Mercy
May 02, 2018

The highly-anticipated All Valley Karate Tournament brings Johnny and Daniel on opposite sides again,
except this time, the new generation of karate students are the combatants. Who will pay the price for
ultimate victory?

John Hurwitz, Directed by
Hayden Schlossberg, Directed by



Corporate

Society Tomorrow
February 28, 2018

As the staff obsesses over a prestige TV show, Jake resists their attempts to force him to watch, while
Matt's life starts to eerily echo the events of the series.

Pat Bishop, Directed by

Crashing

Artie
February 18, 2018

Pete’s decision to organize a secret benefit for an ailing comedy vet finds him scrambling to put on a
good show and being forced to face some hard truths about Artie.

Gillian Robespierre, Directed by

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend

Josh's Ex-Girlfriend Wants Revenge.
October 13, 2017

In the Season 3 premiere, Rebecca enlists her girlfriends to help her get revenge on Josh Chan, the man
who left her at the altar.

Erin Ehrlich, Directed by

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend

Nathaniel Is Irrelevant.
February 16, 2018

When Rebecca begins seeing visions of her ex-stalker, Trent, she confesses to every one of her past
indiscretions in hopes that guilt is the cause of the apparitions. But when the real Trent returns to town
and threatens Nathaniel's life, Rebecca is forced into action to save him.

Aline Brosh McKenna, Directed by

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend

To Josh, With Love.
October 20, 2017

Rebecca and Nathaniel plot revenge on Josh, and end up at a confusing masquerade ball. Josh struggles
with becoming a priest. Tim finds out he can't satisfy his wife. Original Musical Numbers: "Head in the
Clouds", "Strip Away My Conscience", "After Everything You Made Me Do", "Buzzing from the Bathroom".

Kabir Akhtar, Directed by



Curb Your Enthusiasm

Fatwa!
December 03, 2017

Larry plans a paintball game for the cast of Fatwa! the same day as Sammi’s wedding. Lin’s eccentric
cousins stay at Larry’s house, and Larry feels he wasn’t properly thanked. Larry and Lin duel with paint
guns and Larry accidentally shoots Lin in the throat, putting an end to “Fatwa!”

Jeff Schaffer, Directed by

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Namaste
November 12, 2017

Larry’s kicked out of yoga for not saying “Namaste”. Larry’s girlfriend (Lauren Graham) claims her son
has Asperger’s. Larry isn’t sure if that’s true or if he’s simply an asshole. Larry gets in a fight with a
Romanian Uber driver and his rating suffers.

Jessie Nelson, Directed by

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Never Wait For Seconds!
November 19, 2017

Larry defends a Muslim man cutting in a buffet line. The stranger interviews Larry’s rivals from past
episodes. A tribunal lifts Larry’s fatwa, provided Lin-Manuel stars in his Broadway show. Larry’s efforts to
get Bridget’s son into a private academy go awry when his handyman’s son befouls the Academy’s pool.

Robert B. Weide, Directed by

Curb Your Enthusiasm

The Pickle Gambit
October 08, 2017

Larry hides in a hotel wearing a disguise (a wig and mustache) due to the fatwa. Funkhouser’s nephew
Kenny, injures himself opening a pickle jar at Larry’s. Because Kenny can’t masturbate, Larry brings him
to a prostitute. Ted Danson, divorced from Mary Steenburgen, asks Larry's permission to date Cheryl.

David Steinberg, Directed by

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Running With The Bulls
October 22, 2017

Marty’s nephew Kenny died running with the bulls in Pamplona and Larry refuses to see that as a
shocking result. Larry is bothered that his therapist (Bryan Cranston) has a nicer chair than he does.
Jeff begins an affair with a real estate agent, claiming he was house shopping. 

Bryan Gordon, Directed by



Curb Your Enthusiasm

Thank You For Your Service
October 29, 2017

Larry might get banned from the golf club for telling a member his child looks “a little Asian”. Larry
upsets Sammi's war veteran fiancé Victor when he doesn't "thank him for his service." Larry then invites
Victor to a Revolutionary War reenactment, which triggers Victor's PTSD.

Larry Charles, Directed by

The Dangerous Book For Boys

How To Walk On The Moon
March 30, 2018

As the McKenna family struggles to express their feelings about the loss of Patrick, Uncle Terry,
reappears in their lives. The boys are given The Dangerous Book for Boys, and Wyatt soon finds himself
caught up in vivid fantasies inspired by it.

Greg Mottola, Directed by

Dear White People

Chapter Four
May 04, 2018

With her political capital on the rise, Coco sets her sights on a new role, but a startling discovery forces
her to rethink her future at Winchester.

Kimberly Ane Peirce, Directed by

Dear White People

Chapter I
May 04, 2018

In the wake of the town hall protest, Sam finds herself at the center of an alt-right backlash and goes to
war with a social media troll.

Justin Simien, Directed by

Detectorists

Episode 3
January 15, 2018

The comedy follows two oddball metal detecting enthusiasts scouring the English countryside for
treasure. Now sharing the field, Andy (Mackenzie Crook) and Lance (Toby Jones) race Simon and
Garfunkel for first dibs. Fed up with his archaeology job, Andy makes a rash decision, and Lance receives
an unexpected visitor.

Mackenzie Crook, Directed by



The Detour

The Goal
February 13, 2018

Edie has gone undercover, posing as an assistant coach of Jared and Delilah's hockey team. When they
go on the road together, Robin suddenly gets a little jealous of this mysterious stranger.

Natalie Zea, Directed by

The Detour

The Stop
January 30, 2018

Nate tries to navigate his new role as stay-at-home dad. Between the kids hitting puberty and Robin's
long work hours and incessant partying, he's… managing. Kind of.

Brennan Shroff, Directed by

Disjointed

4/20 Fantasy
January 12, 2018

While the gang celebrates 4/20, Ruth helps Olivia with a contract, Pete loses confidence in his growing
abilities, and Jenny and Carter share a secret.

Richie Keen, Directed by

Divorce

Night Moves
January 14, 2018

Season premiere. After signing divorce papers, financially-strapped Robert looks for work and a new
living situation, while Frances battles insomnia and her newly complex relationship with her children.
Diane and Nick's new communication technique leads him to make an unexpected decision. Dallas
continues her secret fling with Robert's lawyer, Tony.

Adam Bernstein, Directed by

Divorce

Ohio
February 04, 2018

When Robert's dad falls ill, Robert and Frances reunite in Ohio, where they reminisce about happier
times, and deal with Robert's overbearing sister, Cathy. Back in Hastings on Hudson, Tom jumps at the
chance to chauffeur Diane around town in her luxury car. 

Janicza Bravo, Directed by



Donna On The Go

Fall
April 30, 2018

Donna Reed (Donna Russo) falls in her apartment. She uses her Amazon Alexa to call her friends for
help. It contains a sketch of a Dancing With The Stars type show and a dance. Co-starring Kim Estes.

Peggy Lane O'Rourke, Directed by

Donna On The Go

Garage
March 17, 2018

Garage is about someone who parks in Donna's handicapped space. Also starring Kim Estes and Danny
Arroyo.

Craig Hutchison, Directed by

Easy

Prodigal Daughter
November 24, 2017

A teenager turns the tables on her wealthy parents when they force her to go to church every week as
punishment.

Joe Swanberg, Directed by

The End Of The F***ing World

Episode 3
January 05, 2018

Hoping to lie low for a few days, the pair breaks into a home stocked with swanky amenities -- and a
disturbing secret.

Jonathan Entwistle, Directed by

Episodes

Episode 5
September 24, 2017

When Matt’s father drops dead at Target, Matt – with Sean and Beverly’s reluctant help – must deal
with his remains. On a beach at midnight, Matt finally faces his father’s loss.

Jeffrey Klarik, Directed by



Everything Sucks!

I Just Wanna Be Anybody
February 16, 2018

The Boring High crew takes an emotionally exhausting trip to California to shoot a scene for the
movie...minus one important member.

Michael Mohan, Directed by

Flaked

Day Four
June 02, 2017

Making amends to Dennis and Jerry pays off in unexpected ways for Chip. Cooler throws himself a
birthday party. Rosa learns the truth about Dennis.

Will Arnett, Directed by

Friends From College

Mission Impossible
July 14, 2017

Ethan and Lisa run the gauntlet to ensure their IVF is a success. Max and Felix celebrate a special
occasion. Sam opens up.

Nicholas Stoller, Directed by

Future Man

Pilot
November 14, 2017

Josh Futturman is a janitor who plays Biotic Wars, an unbeatable videogame the rest of the world has
given up on. When Josh beats the game, mysterious visitors from the future appear: the world is in
danger, and Josh is the only one who can save it.

Seth Rogen, Directed by
Evan Goldberg, Directed by

Get Shorty

The Pitch
August 13, 2017

Miles Daly (Chris O’Dowd), muscle for a Nevada crime ring desperate to win back his wife and daughter,
travels to Los Angeles to collect on a debt from an aspiring screenwriter – whose script inspires Miles to
give Hollywood a shot. 

Allen Coulter, Directed by



Get Shorty

The Yips
August 20, 2017

Rick (Ray Romano) slowly begins to discover the unconventional ways Miles (Chris O’Dowd) and Louis
(Sean Bridgers) handle their business. Miles notices a growing distance between him and his family, and
attempts to bring them to Los Angeles for the summer.

Adam Arkin, Directed by

GLOW

Maybe It's All The Disco
June 23, 2017

Jenny whips up a party for Sheila's birthday while Sam helps Ruth deal with a new complication in her
personal life. Mark changes his tune with Debbie.

Sian Heder, Directed by

GLOW

Pilot
June 23, 2017

Desperate to jump-start her career, struggling actress Ruth heads to a casting call at an LA gym -- and
quickly realizes it's not a typical audition.

Jesse Peretz, Directed by

The Goldbergs

Adam Spielberg
March 07, 2018

Adam loves director Steven Spielberg so much and decides to film an original script he wrote about
Indiana Jones and his passion for directing is called into question. Meanwhile, Murray and Barry make a
bet about whether or not a cheesesteak sandwich in New Jersey is the best one ever.

David Katzenberg, Directed by

The Goldbergs

Hail Barry
February 28, 2018

When Barry is quickly benched from the football team by Coach Mellor due to his lack of ability, Adam
helps his brother understand there are other ways he can contribute to the team. Beverly designs
jackets and tries to get Murray and Erica to sell them.

Melissa Joan Hart, Directed by



The Good Place

Dance Dance Resolution
September 28, 2017

Michael (Ted Danson) continues to work out the kinks in his grand plan. Meanwhile, Eleanor (Kristen
Bell) stumbles across a secret. William Jackson Harper, Jameela Jamil, Manny Jacinto and D'Arcy Carden
also star.

Drew Goddard, Directed by

The Good Place

Somewhere Else
February 01, 2018

Michael makes an impassioned pitch to the Judge and devises a radical plan to save Eleanor and the
gang. Maya Rudolph guest stars.

Michael Schur, Directed by

The Good Place

The Trolley Problem
October 19, 2017

Chidi (William Jackson Harper) and Eleanor (Kristen Bell) tackle a famous ethical dilemma, leading to a
conflict with Michael (Ted Danson). Meanwhile, Tahani (Jameela Jamil) harbors a secret and confides in
Janet (D'Arcy Carden). Manny Jacinto also stars.

Dean Holland, Directed by

Grace And Frankie

The Expiration Date
January 19, 2018

Grace fears her relationship has reached its expiration date. Frankie faces an existential crisis when she
learns she's been declared legally dead.

Alex Hardcastle, Directed by

Grace And Frankie

The Home
January 19, 2018

Prompted by their children, Grace and Frankie make a change. Robert and Sol channel some fresh
energy into their marriage.

Marta Kauffman, Directed by



Great News

Competing Offer
January 11, 2018

When the staff finds themselves embroiled in a lawsuit, Chuck is convinced he can solve the problem.
But when his attempts backfire, he enlists the gang's help to pull off a heist. After realizing she has
feelings for Greg, Katie is determined not to make a move on her boss.

Beth McCarthy-Miller, Directed by

grown-ish

If You're Reading This, It's Too Late
January 10, 2018

Zoey is elated when it seems that her crush Aaron is reciprocating her feelings, but starts to worry that
he only sees her as a late-night hookup.

Steven Caple Jr., Directed by

The Guest Book

Story Four
August 17, 2017

Christy (Jaime Pressly) heads up to the mountains with her new boyfriend Paul (John Ortiz) and his 8-
year-old daughter to try to bond with the girl. But when she self-medicates to deal with her anxiety,
secrets in her past are revealed.

Samir Rehem, Directed by

The Guest Book

Story Nine
September 21, 2017

Jacob (Sebastian Schier), an Amish kid on Rumspringa, follows the signs to "God's Country" and ends up
at the cabin, where he is convinced God is directing him to meet the love of his life in any way possible.

Greg Garcia, Directed by

Happy!

Destroyer Of Worlds
January 24, 2018

Finally reunited, Sax and Happy make one last push to save Hailey while Amanda pursues a dangerous
lead all by herself and Blue and Isabella come to blows over a dark family secret.

Brian Taylor, Directed by



Haters Back Off!

my 1rst bae
October 20, 2017

Miranda hits a major setback on the romantic front. Meanwhile, the new vibe between Bethany and Jim
makes things awkward around the house.

Benjamin Berman, Directed by

High Maintenance

Derech
February 09, 2018

An ex-Hasidic man explores the world outside his sect as he connects with a writer who may have
ulterior motives. A nightclub performer’s night out takes an unexpected turn. The Guy bonds with
Abdullah, a driver, when he finds himself in need of a lift. 

Shaka King, Directed by

High Maintenance

Globo
January 19, 2018

The Guy has a busy day as New Yorkers react to world-changing news. With the world in disarray hotel
guests spend an indulgent day unaware of what’s happening outside, a client’s roommate struggles to
maintain his commitment to weight-loss, and a father tries to take care of his family.

Katja Blichfeld, Directed by
Ben Sinclair, Directed by

High Maintenance

HBD
March 02, 2018

Artistic teen, Emily’s birthday spotlight is stolen by her bohemian mother, her sexual, uninhibited
friends and a delivery from The Guy. Only her mother’s European friend gives her the attention she
craves.

Eliza Hittman, Directed by

I'm Sorry

Butt Bumpers
August 23, 2017

Andrea and Mike meet a new family they hope to befriend, but things become awkward during a
playdate. Meanwhile, Andrea questions the feminist messages she’s been sending to her daughter and
struggles to pull back.

Andrea Savage, Directed by



Insecure

Hella Perspective
September 10, 2017

Season finale. Over the course of one pivotal month, Issa, Molly, and Lawrence face choices impacting
their work and personal lives, with each considering whether to embrace a new future or look back to
the past

Melina Matsoukas, Directed by

Insecure

Hella Shook
August 20, 2017

Issa explores casual relationships; Molly learns some difficult truths about her parents; Lawrence
stumbles onto unwanted news. 

Tina Mabry, Directed by

Jane The Virgin

Chapter Seventy-Eight
March 23, 2018

Xo struggles to make an important decision and looks to Jane for guidance, leaving Rogelio feeling like
an outsider. Alba is frustrated with Rogelio when it seems he is once again making his career a priority
over Xo. Meanwhile, Petra turns to Rafael for advice on her love life.

Justin Baldoni, Directed by

Jane The Virgin

Chapter Seventy-Four
February 09, 2018

Jane and Rafael’s friendship is challenged when Jane goes on a date; Petra and Jane’s new partnership
gets off to a rocky start; Rogelio, convinced he has Male Post-Partum Depression, butts heads with
celebrity Post-Partum Advocate River Fields; Alba finally tells Jane why she turned down the marriage
proposal.

Gina Rodriguez, Directed by

Kevin Can Wait

The Might've Before Christmas
December 18, 2017

While Vanessa and the Gable family gather around the Christmas tree, Vanessa and Kevin reminisce
about their first patrol together.

Andy Fickman, Directed by



Lady Dynamite

Little Manila
November 10, 2017

When the plans for Maria's second wedding hit a snag, her new friends in the Filipino community step in
to throw her an unforgettable party.

Pam Brady, Directed by

Lady Dynamite

Wet Raccoon
November 10, 2017

After moving in together, Maria and Scott become obsessed with each other's annoying habits. Judd
Apatow offers some sage relationship advice.

Ryan McFaul, Directed by

The Last Man On Earth

Cancun, Baby!
May 06, 2018

After discovering hidden dangers in their mansion, the group decides to part ways with their home in
Zihuatanejo and embark on a new destination. However, Tandy has second thoughts about what they
may be leaving behind.

Nisha Ganatra, Directed by

The Last Man On Earth

Paint Misbehavin'
January 14, 2018

Tandy and Todd decide to introduce Karl to the rest of the group; the group sets out to search for
Jasper when he suddenly goes missing. 

Payman Benz, Directed by

The Last Man On Earth

Wisconsin
October 22, 2017

Carol panics when Erica and Gail decide to live away from the group then Melissa and Todd leave for
their (roll-playing) honeymoon. She and Tandy devise the ultimate trick to convince everyone it's safer
to stick together. But when Todd has heart trouble the plan backfires.

Jennifer Arnold, Directed by



The Last O.G.

Pilot
April 03, 2018

We flashback to 2002 and see the night Tray gets arrested. 15 years later, Tray leaves prison,
reconnects with his cousin Bobby, and is shocked to learn that his ex, Shay, not only married a white
man, but also kept the 15-year-old twins Tray clearly fathered a secret from him.

Jorma Taccone, Directed by

Life In Pieces

Meal. Potty. Cart. Middle.
November 30, 2017

Tim and Heather celebrate their anniversary, determined to finish every bite of a pricey 20-course meal.
Parents try to potty-train Lark before preschool, Tyler gets jealous of attention Clementine is getting,
Matt and Samantha team up for a "Middle Child Day" at trapeze school.

Jonathan Judge, Directed by

Life In Pieces

Reading Egg Nurse Neighbor
January 04, 2018

When Sophia asks Matt and Colleen about having children, an animated sequence reveals they have
been struggling to have a baby. Jen and Greg's new neighbors aren't as nice as they seem; Heather
interferes with Tim's hiring process; The family surprises Joan at her book reading.

Marcus Stokes, Directed by

Loudermilk

Bourbon Street
December 19, 2017

Sam Loudermilk is a recovering alcoholic and substance abuse counselor with a bad attitude about
everything. He is unapologetically uncensored, managing to piss off everyone in his life. Loudermilk
discovers that when your life is a complete mess, getting clean is the easy part.

Peter Farrelly, Directed by

Love

Catalina
March 09, 2018

As Mickey and Gus think seriously about their future, a spontaneous trip to Catalina Island brings
together a motley group of their friends.

Lynn Shelton, Directed by



Love

Sarah From College
March 09, 2018

When Gus bumps into an ex at a wedding, Mickey realizes there's a lot she still doesn't know about his
past.

Michael Lewen, Directed by

Marlon

Pilot
August 17, 2017

Exes Marlon (Marlon Wayans) and Ashley (Essence Atkins) try a friendly divorce for their children's
sake, but things get tricky when Ashley decides to date again. Marlon struggles to keep a sponsor for
his online channel, The Marlon Way.

Andy Ackerman, Directed by

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Mrs. X At The Gaslight
November 29, 2017

Midge finds a different kind of audience to perform for, much to Susie's chagrin. Abe gets offered the
experience of a lifetime. The Weissmans come together for a family dinner. Susie finally shows off her
management skills.

Scott Ellis, Directed by

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Pilot
November 29, 2017

In 1958 New York, Midge Maisel’s life is just how she pictured, a loving family and elegant dinners in
their Upper West Side apartment until she learns of her husband’s affair. No longer a housewife, she
surprises everyone when she decides to be a stand-up comic.

Amy Sherman-Palladino, Directed by

The Mick

The Divorce
December 17, 2017

Chip finds out his father is not his father and his mother had an affair. Mick is accused of not having a
real relationship with Jimmy and tries to rekindle the spark but fails. Chip attempts to meet his
biological father and inadvertently hangs makes out with his half sister.

Matt Sohn, Directed by



The Middle

A Heck Of A Ride
May 22, 2018

The Middle bows out with the Heck family taking a long car trip to drop Axl off for his new job in
Colorado. Flashbacks and flash forwards propel the five through many emotions, ending in the cornfields
where everything began nine years ago.

Lee Shallat Chemel, Directed by

The Mindy Project

Is That All There Is?
September 12, 2017

Shulman & Associates is buzzing with drama! As Mindy adjusts to married life with Ben, Jeremy tries to
take things to the next level with Anna, while Tamra makes a life-changing decision.

David Stassen, Directed by

The Mindy Project

The Midwife's Tale
October 17, 2017

Mindy has a run in with someone from her past and Jeremy and Anna try to figure out some surprising
office gossip.

Daniella Eisman, Directed by

Modern Family

The Escape
May 09, 2018

Haley finally meets her new boyfriend’s parents and ends up in the hospital. Jay takes the rest of the
family along to visit his bedridden sister where Phil, Cam and Gloria get locked in a nursing home
basement while trying to sneak off to a nearby escape room.

Steven Levitan, Directed by

Modern Family

Mother
May 02, 2018

When Dede drops in unexpectedly, Mitchell and Cam realize the effect she has on their lives; Phil, Luke,
Alex and Haley all have different bad news to break to Claire and compete for the tiny window of time
after her monthly spa day when she's her most relaxed.

Eric Dean Seaton, Directed by



Mom

Crazy Snakes And A Clog To The Head
April 12, 2018

When the ladies bring a meeting to a women’s prison, Bonnie is attacked by an old acquaintance,
Tammy (played by Kristin Johnston). Christy helps Bonnie make amends.

James Widdoes, Directed by

Mom

Esta Loca And A Little Klingon
March 29, 2018

Christy and Bonnie help Jill get sober again, and Christy's boyfriend Patrick is less than understanding
when it ruins his birthday weekend.

Lea Thompson, Directed by

Mozart In The Jungle

Dance
February 16, 2018

The premiere of Hesby's new piece doesn't go exactly as planned. Hailey recommits herself to the music.
Cynthia finds solace in her new endeavors. Rodrigo must make a choice about his role in the orchestra.

Paul Weitz, Directed by

Mozart In The Jungle

Ichi Go Ichi E
February 16, 2018

Before saying goodbye to Japan, Rodrigo and Hailey experience a tea ceremony.

Roman Coppola, Directed by

Mozart In The Jungle

If I Was An Elf, I Would Tell You
February 16, 2018

Hailey returns home to North Carolina to teach a master class at her high school and finds her parents
have some surprising news. Gloria gloats about a very important guest set to visit the NY Symphony
and Thomas gets a visit from a fan with an intriguing offer.

Will Graham, Directed by



New Girl

The Curse Of The Pirate Bride
May 15, 2018

A never-ending series of bad luck convinces Jess (Zooey Deschanel) and Nick (Jake Johnson) that their
wedding day is cursed. Winston (Lamorne Morris) and Aly’s (guest-star Nasim Pedrad) big day arrives.

Josh Greenbaum, Directed by

New Girl

Engram Pattersky
May 15, 2018

In the series finale, Jess (Zooey Deschanel) and Nick (Jake Johnson) make a life-changing decision, and
the gang takes a tour down memory lane, which includes a special edition of “True American.” Winston
(Lamorne Morris) has the last laugh.

Erin O'Malley, Directed by

New Girl

Godparents
May 08, 2018

Jess tries to appease Winston’s anxiety about his impending fatherhood by tracking down his long lost
dad. Schmidt goes back to work for the first time since Ruth’s birth, leaving Cece and Nick to handle the
toddler without him.

Lamorne Morris, Directed by

No Activity

Deep Sea Fishing
November 19, 2017

After an unidentified suspect he shot at the docks goes missing, Detective Tolbeck nervously chatters
through an observational visit from Internal Affairs Investigator Leon Fordham (J.K. Simmons). With the
docks compromised, Angus regrettably enlists help from his mom's boyfriend Adrian (Will Ferrell).

Trent O'Donnell, Directed by

Odd Mom Out

Children Of The Corn Pudding
August 02, 2017

Jill is forced to face her fear of the suburbs as she attends a traditional Thanksgiving meal with Brooke’s
sisters. Upon meeting Barrett, (Christine Taylor), a perfectionist homemaker and Berkley, (Meredith
Hagner), a paragon of condescension, Jill learns why Brooke is the way she is.

Alex Reid, Directed by



On My Block

Chapter Ten
March 16, 2018

Partners switch on more than the dance floor at Olivia's quinceañera, but an act of mercy could cost the
friends everything they hold dear.

Lauren Iungerich, Directed by

One Day At A Time

Hello, Penelope
January 26, 2018

Feeling like she’s finally got her life together, Penelope unwisely stops taking her antidepressants so she
doesn’t have to tell Max she’s on them.

Phill Lewis, Directed by

One Day At A Time

Not Yet
January 26, 2018

In the Season Two Finale, a medical emergency for Lydia brings bedside visits, admissions of regret,
moments of realization, declarations of love and an out-of-body experience.

Pamela Fryman, Directed by

People Of Earth

Why Can’t We Be Friends
August 21, 2017

Ozzie confronts Walsh about being an alien. Richard gets fired from his job and joins Agent Foster on
her search for Walsh.

Jennifer Celotta, Directed by

The Ranch

Wrapped Up In You
December 15, 2017

Wondering if he's ready to marry Abby, Colt seeks romantic advice from an unlikely source: Beau.
Rooster hires a flaky new waitress.

David Trainer, Directed by



Room 104

My Love
October 13, 2017

An octogenarian couple returns to Room 104 to relive their first night together. 

Marta Cunningham, Directed by

Roseanne

Eggs Over, Not Easy
April 10, 2018

Becky's surrogacy arrangement falls apart when she finds out she is not able to have children. This
forces both Becky and Darlene to deal with the mess their lives have become. Roseanne stands up for
Jackie when an animal rescue employee rejects Jackie's application to adopt a dog for Becky.

John Pasquin, Directed by

Roseanne

Knee Deep
May 22, 2018

(Season Finale) Roseanne's knee worsens and Dan is forced to make an important work decision; but
when a major storm hits, their fortunes change for the better. Darlene realizes she wants to go back to
her first passion...writing.

Gail Mancuso, Directed by

Roseanne

Netflix And Pill
May 15, 2018

Roseanne and Dan celebrate their anniversary with a ham, Darlene and Becky consider taking Crystal's
job at the riverboat casino and Dan confronts Roseanne about her struggle with pain medication.

Andrew D. Weyman, Directed by

Ryan Hansen Solves Crimes On Television

Jane D'Oh!
October 25, 2017

Ryan fully stresses about his upcoming Hamilton audition as he and Mathers must go undercover at an
actor’s showcase to solve a perplexing double-homicide. It’s a pretty legit episode.

Rawson Marshall Thurber, Directed by



Santa Clarita Diet

Halibut!
March 23, 2018

With their options dwindling and their paranoia rising, Joel and Sheila consider making a move. Eric and
Abby come up with a fracking good plan.

Marc Buckland, Directed by

Santa Clarita Diet

No Family Is Perfect
March 23, 2018

OK, let's see here: Joel's stuck in an asylum, Sheila's chained to a pole, and Abby's on the hunt for
Serbian bile. Yep, sounds about right.

Ken Kwapis, Directed by

Search Party

Murder!
November 19, 2017

After finding the not-so-missing Chantal and killing the not-so-villainous Keith, the gang is faced with
the horrifying task of trying to bury a body before the sun comes up.

Sarah-Violet Bliss, Directed by
Charles Rogers, Directed by

A Series Of Unfortunate Events

Hostile Hospital Parts 1 And 2
March 30, 2018

The Baudelaire orphans are hunted by Count Olaf and his evil gang. They hide in "Hostile Hospital" and
are almost killed by a hundred deadly file cabinets & surgical decapitation (really!). They (barely)
escape by jumping out the window of the flaming hospital. Hijinx, Danger and Soul Searching ensue.

Allan P. Arkush, Directed by

A Series Of Unfortunate Events

The Vile Village: Part 1 & Part 2
March 30, 2018

Mr. Poe brings the Baudelaires to V.F.D., a bird-loving village with an Old West vibe. Jacques and Olivia
continue their search for the Quagmires. Later, the orphans find themselves under suspicion in the wake
of a devastating murder. But time behind bars leads to an important realization.

Barry Sonnenfeld, Directed by



Shameless

Frank's Northern Shuttle Express
December 31, 2017

Frank starts an import-export business. Fiona considers moving into her own place after Ford shows her
a new side of Chicago. Lip interviews new sponsors. Ian confronts a pastor trying to "pray the gay away."
Debbie deals with unemployment while looking for a way to afford school and raise Franny.

Emmy Rossum, Directed by

Shameless

Sleepwalking
January 28, 2018

Fiona uses her Gallagher roots to get the homeless family out of her apartment. Ian and his followers go
into hiding. Lip cuts ties with Sierra. Carl attempts to go back to school without upsetting Kassidi.
Debbie considers letting Derek back into Franny's life. Frank tries to rob Liam’s friend.

John Wells, Directed by

She's Gotta Have It

#DaJumpoff (DOCTRINE)
November 23, 2017

Brooklyn artist Nola lays down her philosophy on sex and freedom between visits from her three lovers:
thoughtful Jamie, playful Mars and cocky Greer.

Spike Lee, Directed by

Silicon Valley

Chief Operating Officer
April 08, 2018

Encouraged by Jared to strike up a friendship with a like-minded CEO named Dana, Richard instead
finds himself enamored with Dana’s suave COO, who prompts him to question his loyalty to Gilfoyle.
Facing limited housing options due to his impulse purchase, Dinesh searches for a new roommate.

Jamie Babbit, Directed by

Silicon Valley

Initial Coin Offering
May 06, 2018

As Pied Piper prepares to close their Series-B funding, Richard receives unsettling news. Gilfoyle
suggests a risky proposition and Monica gets blunt with Richard. Dinesh competes with a coworker while
Jared keeps close watch on Richard’s new assistant. In search of a better deal, Gavin tries to charm
small-town America.

Mike Judge, Directed by



SMILF

Half A Sheet Cake & A Blue-Raspberry Slushie
November 19, 2017

Nelson convinces Bridge to use visualization techniques to improve her life. Inspired by Eliza's financial
success with an online venture, a broke Bridge takes to Craigslist. When Bridge meets a man for what
she thinks is just conversation, things take a turn and dark memories from Bridge’s past resurface.

Leslye Headland, Directed by

SMILF

Mark's Lunch & Two Cups Of Coffee
December 31, 2017

Tutu prepares to go on a cruise. Rafi moves out of sober living and in with Nelson. Bridge believes she
has matched with her estranged Dad on Tinder. Supported by Tutu and Nelson, Bridge finally confronts
her abuser only to learn the man is not her father. Season finale.

Frankie Shaw, Directed by

SMILF

Run, Bridgette, Run Or Forty-Eight Burnt Cupcakes & A Graveyard Rum
December 03, 2017

Three separate scenarios play out for Bridge on Father's Day as she grapples with choosing different
paths to forgive Rafi for baptizing Larry.

Amy York Rubin, Directed by

Speechless

Nightmare On Dimeo Street
October 25, 2017

Dimeo Halloween nightmare. 

Christine Louise Gernon, Directed by

Speechless

One A-n-- Angry M-- Maya
March 14, 2018

Maya is called to jury duty, and sees it as her own personal vacation. While running into her nemesis
Melanie. Ray, while still recovering from his break up with Taylor, tries to compete for his dad's love with
his sister Dylan.

Bill Purple, Directed by



Speechless

S-t-Star W-Wars
December 06, 2017

Star Wars: The Last Jedi premiere tickets promise a glorious night for JJ and Ray ... until JJ's pulled to
the dark side. Maya, Jimmy and Dylan enjoy a rare night at home without the boys. Meanwhile,
Kenneth's secret after-hours hangout at Lafayette is compromised by Dr. Miller.

Stuart McDonald, Directed by

Speechless

U-N--UNFORGETTABLE P-A--IN
March 07, 2018

Ray is miserable after breaking up with Taylor. Maya tries to cheer him up but Ray has plans of his own.
JJ is nervous about his first "friend date", Dylan offers to help make the date smooth; Kenneth teaches
Jimmy to be the alpha at home.

Anya Adams, Directed by

Splitting Up Together

Soups Jealous
April 17, 2018

Lena struggles with handing off the parenting reigns to Martin, while Maya considers becoming a parent
herself. When Lena learns that Martin may have been trying to reconcile, she feels conflicted.

Helen Hunt, Directed by

Stan Against Evil

Curse Of The Werepony
November 08, 2017

When Evie’s ex-husband buys a pony for their daughter, Evie discovers having a horse can be deadly.

Justin Nijm, Directed by
Jack Bishop, Directed by

Stan Against Evil

A Hard Day's Night
November 22, 2017

Stan travels back in time to save Claire, she returns alive, but Stan turns up dead, and Evie must go
back and save him.

Robert Cohen, Directed by



Superstore

Amnesty
March 15, 2018

When Glenn and Dina offer amnesty to all the employees for any bad things they confess, Garrett and
Cheyenne try to decide how to take advantage of it. Meanwhile, Jonah and Amy try to defuse an
awkward situation that has the whole store gossiping.

Keith Powell, Directed by

Superstore

Lottery
April 12, 2018

As lottery mania sweeps the store, Dina (Lauren Ash) incentivizes the employees to sell as many tickets
as possible. Meanwhile, Jonah (Ben Feldman) helps Amy (America Ferrera) track down the new district
manager to lobby for a raise.

Ben Feldman, Directed by

Superstore

Video Game Release
March 01, 2018

Gamers invade Cloud 9 for the release of a hot new video game and Jonah helps Amy secure a copy.
Mateo helps Garrett make a good impression on his hero. Glenn and Sandra stand up for themselves and
end up instigating a breastfeeding "nurse-in."

America Ferrera, Directed by

Survivor's Remorse

Answers And Questions
October 15, 2017

Missy pressures Reggie to make a play for their independence. M-Chuck's satisfaction comes at the cost
of Cassie's. Cam rebuffs Flaherty.

Victor Levin, Directed by

Survivor's Remorse

Closure
September 03, 2017

M-Chuck seeks closure regarding the issue of her paternity with the help of her friend Pookie, Cam
revisits Rodney in prison, and Reggie jets up to Boston to make sure that Cam comes back in one piece.

Salli Richardson-Whitfield, Directed by



Survivor's Remorse

Fallout
August 20, 2017

Cam, Reggie, and Mary Charles' attempts to reconcile their paternal relationships see varying results.
Cassie and Chen attempt to enjoy their time in Shanghai.

Mike Mariano, Directed by

Survivor's Remorse

Future Plans
October 08, 2017

Cam and Reggie discuss the future, Cassie seeks spiritual affirmation, and Missy needs a favor from her
parents.

Iain B. MacDonald, Directed by

Survivor's Remorse

The Gala
September 17, 2017

Missy has planned an extraordinary gala which will promote the altruistic goals of The Calloway
Philanthropic Trust. Anyone who is anyone in Atlanta will be there. Cam’s enthusiasm is infectious. His
efforts to make the gala the most gut-wrenching emotionally charged event in years come true.

Ali Leroi, Directed by

Sweetbitter

Salt
May 06, 2018

22-year-old Tess moves to New York City a blank slate, without friends or a specific ambition. After an
intense interview at one of the city’s best restaurants, she’s invited to train to be a back-waiter.

Richard Shepard, Directed by

Sweetbitter

Weird Night
June 03, 2018

After an exhausting and chaotic shift, Tess and Sasha embark on a drug-fueled night of dancing and
adventure to burn off the stress of work. They follow Ari from her DJ set at a club to her surprisingly
fancy apartment. Then the night takes a dangerous turn.

Ry Russo-Young, Directed by



Teachers

Labor Pains
January 16, 2018

After Mrs. Adler announces she’s pregnant, we’re taken back in time to the 1940s, comedically exploring
the double-standard women faced in the workplace. Shot in black-and-white, and inspired by Casablanca
and Maltese Falcon, it showcases how different things were then, yet how they're also shockingly similar
today.

Jay Karas, Directed by

This Close

Night And Day
February 22, 2018

Kate shines at work when a deaf celeb arrives at her PR event. But Stella’s special brownies make the
rest of the day a bit hazy. Michael goes clubbing and makes a surprising decision.

Andrew Ahn, Directed by

The Tick

Pilot
August 25, 2017

In a world where superheroes and villains are very real,unassuming office temp Arthur becomes
obsessed with a sinister conspiracy he believes has taken over his City. Everyone thinks he's crazy,
except his mysterious new ally, The Tick, a bizarre blue superhero who might just be a figment of
Arthur's imagination.

Wally Pfister, Directed by

The Tick

Risky Bismuth
February 23, 2018

The Tick and Arthur harbor an out of commission Superian. Dot gathers more intel on the Pyramid Gang,
and Overkill confronts Miss Lint.

Rosemary Rodriguez, Directed by

Transparent

Standing Order
September 22, 2017

An exciting offer draws Maura to Tel Aviv. Hoping for a fresh start, Shelly sells her condo and shacks up
with Josh. Grappling with their family's weird intimacy issues, Sarah, Ali and Josh attend a sex and love
addicts meeting. Ali rents out Pfefferman's house and contends with weird AirBnBers.

Jill Soloway, Directed by



Tyler Perry's Love Thy Neighbor

My Two Favorite Girls
July 29, 2017

Linda apologizes to Danny and Troy.

Tyler Perry, Directed by

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Kimmy And The Beest!
May 30, 2018

Titus directs his middle-school students in a musical that is, for legal reasons, called “Beaudy an’ the
Beest”. Lillian and Jacqueline concoct a scheme to make a quick buck selling tickets to the show. Kimmy
confronts men’s rights activist Fran Dodd (Bobby Moynihan).

Claire Scanlon, Directed by

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Kimmy Disrupts The Paradigm!
May 30, 2018

Kimmy attends her first tech convention and "disrupts the paradigm." Titus realizes nerds are people.

Claire Cowperthwaite, Directed by

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Kimmy Is... Little Girl, Big City!
May 30, 2018

Kimmy’s new job proves to be more than she bargained for when her boss tells her she has to fire
someone. Jacqueline and Titus team up to create a new (fake) TV show for him to star in. Lillian does
whatever it takes to scatter a loved one’s ashes.

Tristram Shapeero, Directed by

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Party Monster: Scratching The Surface
May 30, 2018

DJ Fingablast (Derek Klena) stars in and narrates a documentary about his quest to find the DJ who
inspired him as a kid: DJ Slizzard, aka Reverend Richard (Jon Hamm). But things take a dramatic turn
when he learns that his hero is now in prison.

Rhys Thomas, Directed by



Vice Principals

A Compassionate Man
October 15, 2017

Russell's birthday bash is marred by a revelation about his wife's college boyfriend. 

David Gordon Green, Directed by

Vice Principals

Venetian Nights
November 05, 2017

Tensions between Gamby and Russell come to a head as prom night approaches.

Danny McBride, Directed by

Vida

Episode 106
June 10, 2018

Lyn finally realizes she’s messing up Johnny’s life, and Emma learns the true value of the bar, but is it
too late for Eddy?

Rose Troche, Directed by

Wet Hot American Summer: Ten Years Later

Rain
August 04, 2017

As a storm lashes the camp, tensions between lovers and rivals boil over, and Vic's date takes a turn for
the weird.

David Wain, Directed by

Will & Grace

Rosario's Quinceanera
November 02, 2017

When Karen has trouble dealing with a personal tragedy, Will, Grace and Jack try to intervene. Will and
Grace's new business relationship begins to show signs of stress. 

James Burrows, Directed by



You Me Her

Inconceivable
April 10, 2018

Jack and neophyte escort Izzy spins into a whirlwind three-way affair including Jack's wife Emma, who's
been keeping secrets of her own. Over a span of just 10 days, their arrangement becomes something
else entirely: A real romance with real stakes involving three real people.

Sara St. Onge, Directed by

You're The Worst

It's Always Been This Way
November 15, 2017

Jimmy and Gretchen go for a long drive to force a conclusion on the confusing state of their relationship.
Edgar finds closure with Max while Lindsay figures out a way to solve Becca, Vernon, and Paul’s
problems all at once.

Stephen Falk, Directed by

Young Sheldon

Killer Asteroids, Oklahoma, And A Frizzy Hair Machine
March 29, 2018

After Sheldon lost the competition in the Science Fair, he lost his edge and passion and found his new
comfort zone in acting.

Howie Deutch, Directed by

Young Sheldon

A Mother, A Child, And A Blue Man's Backside
April 12, 2018

After Mary confiscates Sheldon's comic books, due to the rather explicit content in an issue of
Watchmen, Sheldon demands to be treated like an adult and fails his every attempt to live like one, but
a tornado warning reminds Sheldon of family values.

Jaffar Mahmood, Directed by

Young Sheldon

Pilot
September 25, 2017

For 9-year-old Sheldon Cooper it isn’t easy growing up in East Texas. Being a once-in-a-generation mind
capable of advanced mathematics and science isn’t always helpful in a land where church and football
are king.

Jon Favreau, Directed by



Young Sheldon

Poker, Faith And Eggs
November 09, 2017

Sheldons family thinks Father has a heart attack, Sheldon finds faith... in his own way.

Michael Zinberg, Directed by

Younger

A Close Shave
August 02, 2017

The success of Liza and Kelsey’s latest title spurns a Twitter feud, ending in disaster. Maggie meets a
woman with a little something extra.

Brennan Schroff, Directed by

Younger

Fever Pitch
August 09, 2017

Liza discovers an exciting new author, whose pitch takes an unexpected turn. Kelsey avoids the wrath of
Charles, and escapes upstate with Josh and Lauren.

Peter Lauer, Directed by

Younger

The Incident At Pound Ridge
August 23, 2017

Sparks fly at the annual Empirical Publishing picnic. Liza finds herself caught between Josh and Charles.

Dottie Dartland Zicklin, Directed by

Younger

Irish Goodbye
September 13, 2017

Liza and Maggie meet Josh in Ireland. Kelsey is forced to play nice with a new colleague. Charles’s
personal life is thrown into the spotlight.

Todd Biermann, Directed by

Younger

Post Truth
June 28, 2017

Liza deals with the aftermath of coming clean with Kelsey, and Charles tests their synchronicity. Kelsey
and Josh become unlikely allies.

Steven Tsuchida, Directed by



End of Category



Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series

Altered Carbon

Nora Inu
February 02, 2018

As Kovacs reconnects with a figure from his past, his tangled history with the Protectorate, the Uprising
and Quell plays out in flashbacks.

Andy Goddard, Directed by

The Americans

The Great Patriotic War
April 25, 2018

As the summit fast approaches, Elizabeth enlists Philip's help for a mission that could yield game-
changing intel.

Thomas Schlamme, Directed by

The Americans

Start
May 30, 2018

In the series finale of The Americans, the Jennings face a choice that will change their lives forever.

Chris Long, Directed by

Animal Kingdom

Betrayal
August 29, 2017

When Smurf (Ellen Barkin) realizes she may be in jail a lot longer than expected, she pits her sons
against one another, the consequences be damned.

John Wells, Directed by

Berlin Station

Right Of Way
November 05, 2017

The Station’s sting operation to catch the Far Right in an arms deal goes horribly awry, with Otto Ganz
(Thomas Kretschmann) escaping. Meanwhile, Robert (Leland Orser) and Frost (Richard Jenkins) make
plans to investigate the money trail behind the PfD’s nefarious dealings.

Bronwen Hughes, Directed by



Beyond

Knock Knock
February 01, 2018

Holden and Willa are intimate for the first time. Jeff is uncomfortable with questions about Hollow Sky.
Yellow Jacket visits an old friend, where he's forced to waste his yo-yo. Fight to the death and f@#k to
the finish!

Vanessa Parise, Directed by

Billions

A Generation Too Late
April 08, 2018

Chuck faces a dilemma when he's given a perverse directive. Axe expands upon a secret venture. Taylor
and Wags interview a different type of Axe Cap employee. Connerty and Dake close in on key witnesses
in the Ice Juice sabotage. Axe and Lara consider an unexpected agreement.

Colin Bucksey, Directed by

Black Lightning

The Resurrection
January 16, 2018

Jefferson Pierce is a man wrestling with a secret. Years ago, he hung up the suit and secret identity of
Black Lightning. But now, with crime and corruption spreading like wildfire, he must return to save not
only his family, but also the soul of his community.

Salim Akil, Directed by

Black Lightning

The Resurrection And The Light: The Book Of Pain
April 10, 2018

Tobias returns to Freeland and is tasked to capture Black Lightning; after a battle of epic proportions,
Anissa and Jennifer provide surprising aid.

Oz Scott, Directed by

The Blacklist

Ian Garvey (No. 13)
November 15, 2017

When Tom goes missing, Liz desperately retraces his steps in order to find him. Meanwhile Reddington's
hunt for the suitcase of bones puts him on a collision course with Tom that will change everyone's lives
forever.

Bill Roe, Directed by



The Blacklist

Ian Garvey (No. 13): Conclusion
April 25, 2018

The conclusion of Elizabeth Keen's search for Ian Garvey, her husbands murderer.

Cort L. Hessler III, Directed by

The Blacklist

Ruin
January 03, 2018

Liz abandons her old life and seeks out a fresh start in a place where no one knows her history, her
name, or the depths of her grief. When an unexpected threat arises, she is forced to draw on her
emotional and physical strength in a brutal fight for survival.

Michael Caracciolo, Directed by

Blood Drive

Finish Line
September 06, 2017

After completing the cross-country death race, Arthur, Grace and Slink assault the headquarters of The
Heart Corp. Determined to destroy their nemesis once and for all, our heroes risk death, find love, and
make sacrifices in this fiery conclusion.

David Straiton, Directed by

The Bold Type

The Breast Issue
August 08, 2017

Kat tries not to let her competitive nature interfere with promoting Scarlet's breast health awareness
campaign; Jane confronts past issues and fresh anxieties when she tackles a controversial piece about
BRCA gene testing.

Jamie Travis, Directed by

The Bold Type

Carry The Weight
September 05, 2017

Jane struggles with telling Jacqueline about leaving Scarlet when she’s asked to write about a
performance artist/activist who is speaking out about sexual assault. Kat is distracted while trying to
throw a NY Fashion Week party and Sutton gets into an awkward situation at work.

Victor Nelli, Jr., Directed by



Bosch

Book Of The Unclaimed Dead
April 13, 2018

Bosch and Sgt. Amy Snyder uncover a key piece of evidence that could compromise the entire Elias
investigation. Edgar and Robertson are rocked by personal disappointment. Irving exposes his enemies.
Bosch stalks the suspected Elias killer on his own, and comes face to face with his past.

Ernest Dickerson, Directed by

Bosch

Dreams Of Bunker Hill
April 13, 2018

Bosch negotiates the factions on his Task Force and pressure from the RHD detectives while he
struggles to solve the Elias murder as quickly as possible. Eleanor Wish is back in the game with the
Feds, and Det. Jerry Edgar preps for his first day back on the job.

Aaron Lipstadt, Directed by

Bosch

Past Lives
April 13, 2018

Det. Francis Sheehan comes clean to Bosch, Robertson suspects a leak in the investigation, and Edgar
joins the Task Force. Social unrest surrounding the Elias murder grows and Irving is pressured to
intervene. Eleanor asks Bosch for parenting advice and confesses the truth about her marriage to
Reggie Woo.

Tim Hunter, Directed by

Bosch

Rojo Profundo
April 13, 2018

The protest looming, Billets strikes a deal with the activists. Irving realizes that old friends are new
enemies. Crate and Barrel solve the case of their careers. As the Task Force scrambles to salvage their
investigation, Bosch finds himself in the depths of underground Los Angeles.

Neema Barnette, Directed by

The Brave

Desperate Times
November 20, 2017

After embarking on mission after mission to keep the world safe, the team is confronted with a task that
hits close to home. When things go sideways, the only option is to risk one of their own for their final
shot to settle the personal score.

Felix Enriquez Alcala, Directed by



The Brave

Pilot
September 25, 2017

An American doctor gets kidnapped by a terrorist group and Captain Dalton and his Special Ops squad
must stop at nothing to save her. D.I.A. Deputy Director Patricia Campbell and her team guide Dalton
along the way as the group learns that the disappearance might have ties to something catastrophic.

Brad Anderson, Directed by

Bull

Death Sentence
May 08, 2018

Bull does all he can to try and convince a jury to spare the life of a convicted rapist and arsonist who he
believes is innocent, at the same time he wrestles with growing unrest among his team and his ex-
wife's wedding.

Glenn Gordon Caron, Directed by

The Chi

Ease On Down The Road
March 18, 2018

Ronnie faces his past crimes and confesses to Coogie’s murder. Meanwhile, Brandon’s plan to finance his
business goes awry. Kevin stars in the school play and attends a cast party with his friends. Emmett
decides to fight for full custody of his son. Reg reminds Brandon of his debt.

Justin Tipping, Directed by

The Chi

Pilot
January 07, 2018

Coogie’s death sends shockwaves through a community on the South Side of Chicago and connects the
lives of Brandon, Ronnie, Emmett and Kevin in wholly unexpected ways.

Rick Famuyiwa, Directed by

The Chi

Quaking Grass
January 28, 2018

Brandon seeks refuge after Jerrika kicks him out for bad behavior. Kevin shoots Ronnie. A physically and
mentally ailing Ronnie runs into Rafiq at a local mosque. Quentin takes a valued possession from Trice,
Kevin’s quest to recover a lost item ends with Brandon making a bad deal with Reg.

Tanya Hamilton, Directed by



The Chi

Today Was A Good Day
February 11, 2018

A neighborhood block party brings Brandon, Ronnie, Emmett and Kevin together. Brandon has a
confrontation with Ronnie and is surprised when Jerrika brings another man.

Darren Grant, Directed by

The Chi

The Whistle
February 25, 2018

Brandon compromises his employment by defending a co-worker. Emmett spends an eye-opening day
with Quentin. At the roller rink, Kevin tries to get Andrea's attention.

David Rodriguez, Directed by

Chicago Fire

Down Is Better
December 28, 2017

After heroically saving a mother and newborn baby from a rooftop fire, Kidd discovers she is being
transferred out of the firehouse. Severide and Casey investigate the situation. Otis and Herrmann
discuss the possibilities of taking over a rundown bar and Dawson's frustration with her father reaches a
boiling point.

Reza Tabrizi, Directed by

Chicago Fire

Looking For A Life Line
March 22, 2018

Casey reaches out to Antonio and Burgess for help when an accident victim's overbearing husband
raises red flags; Cruz clashes with Mouch and Hermann over his "Slamigan" invention; and Brett makes
an unsettling discovery.

Joe Chappelle, Directed by

Chicago Med

Down By Law
February 27, 2018

After witnessing a drive-by shooting and hitting her head, Dr. Manning struggles with the aftermath of a
head injury. She and Dr. Halstead deal with a teenage patient and her overbearing older husband, who
might not be looking out for his young wife's best interest.

Michael Waxman, Directed by



Chicago Med

This Is Now
May 01, 2018

After a shooting at a local park, Med is overrun with victims that stretch the hospital and staff to its
limits. Dr. Choi devises a new mass casualty plan and Dr. Manning struggles to stay focused when she
realizes her son and nanny might have been at the scene.

Charles Carroll, Directed by

Chicago P.D.

Captive
January 17, 2018

When Atwater is taken hostage by drug dealers, Intelligence races against the clock to save him, and as
Atwater struggles to survive, he also confronts a dark episode from his past with his fellow captive.

Eriq La Salle, Directed by

Chicago P.D.

Snitch
October 18, 2017

The investigation of a drug-related murder hits close to home for Atwater, and when Intelligence is
stonewalled by the neighborhood's "no-snitch" culture, Ruzek crosses a line.

Terry Miller, Directed by

Claws

Tirana
June 11, 2017

Desna (Niecy Nash) take pride in doing nails but finds herself entangled in a money laundering scheme
with the Dixie Mafia. Desna's dreams of going clean is complicated when things go south with Roller
(Jack Kesy), leading her and newcomer Virginia (Karrueche Tran) to take matters into their own hands.

Nicole Kassel, Directed by

Code Black

Cabin Pressure
May 30, 2018

Over the radio, Leanne and Jesse talk a young girl through how to use the supplies on board a small
plane to build a makeshift defibrillator when her mom, the pilot, loses consciousness.

Randy Zisk, Directed by



Counterpart

The Crossing
December 10, 2017

Howard Silk discovers the truth about where he works. The Office of Interchange searches for an
assassin.

Morten Tyldum, Directed by

Counterpart

The Sincerest Form Of Flattery
March 04, 2018

Claire, as she is remembering her past as a girl in school, and as a young adult, prior to crossing over to
the other side. Quayle confronts Claire as a spy. Claire gives birth to her daughter, Spencer.

Alik Sakharov, Directed by

Criminal Minds

The Bunker
November 08, 2017

When several women go missing in Virginia, the BAU must figure out what they have in common in
order to find them

Aisha Tyler, Directed by

The Crossing

Pilot
March 19, 2018

The search for the truth gets underway after a large group of people wash up in a small fishing town but
the mystery deepens when they claim to be from American, 180 years in the future.

Rob Bowman, Directed by

The Crossing

Ten Years Gone
April 30, 2018

Flashbacks reveal a haunting connection between Marshall and the early migration. Meanwhile, Jude
investigates a mysterious disappearance, and Sophie risks her life and career to help Reece save her
daughter.

Jeffrey Hunt, Directed by



The Crossing

These Are The Names
June 11, 2018

The lives of the refugees hang in the balance as Jude and Nestor team up with an unlikely ally.
Meanwhile, Eve and Lindauer move forward with their ruthless effort to tie up loose ends.

David Von Anken, Directed by

The Crown

Paterfamilias
December 08, 2017

Philip insists that Prince Charles attend his alma mater in Scotland and reminisces about the life-
changing difficulties he experienced there.

Stephen Daldry, Directed by

Designated Survivor

Grief
February 28, 2018

Cuban rebels kidnap a congressional delegation during a goodwill trip to Havana, forcing President
Kirkman to decide between paying a ransom or taking military action. But is Kirkman’s judgment
impaired by the grief he feels from a devastating personal loss?

Timothy Busfield, Directed by

The Deuce

Pilot
September 10, 2017

In the Pilot, Vincent Martino leaves family life in Brooklyn behind for the vibrancy of ’70s Times Square
where his twin brother Frankie thrives on the street; veteran prostitute Candy struggles with a double
life; flamboyant pimps dominate their stable of streetwalkers.

Michelle MacLaren, Directed by

The Durrells In Corfu (Masterpiece)

Episode Six
November 19, 2017

Keeley Hawes stars as an intrepid widow who decamps from dreary England to a sun-dappled Greek
island with her four children. With two women in labor plus a stabbing victim, Dr. Petridis has his hands
full. Louisa, Leslie, and Spiros come to the rescue. Gerry’s otter is also giving birth.

Edward Hall, Directed by



The Durrells In Corfu (Masterpiece)

Episode Two
October 22, 2017

Keeley Hawes stars as an intrepid widow who decamps from dreary England to a sun-dappled Greek
island with her four recalcitrant children. Louisa gets an idea to boost Larry’s writing career. It doesn’t
go well. Leslie starts a distillery. Pavlos tries to inspire Margo’s spiritual side. Gerry tries out tutors.

Steve Barron, Directed by

Empire

Bloody Noses And Crack'd Crowns
May 16, 2018

Cookie and Lucious fight to keep Empire in the family as they prepare a livestream concert to trump
Eddie's plans. Meanwhile, Jamal's new anonymous group success climbs, Hakeem brings Haven to the
showcase to make Tiana jealous, and Andre must decide between the family and his career.

Howie Deutch, Directed by

Empire

Noble Memory
September 27, 2017

In celebration of Empire’s 20th Anniversary, Lucious makes his first public appearance since the
explosion, but still has no memory of his family, Empire or his life before the accident. A devastated
Cookie keeps a close eye on his nurse, Claudia and the worlds of EMPIRE and Star collide.

Sanaa Hamri, Directed by

The Exorcist

Darling Nikki
November 10, 2017

Fathers Marcus and Tomas interrogate a foster father who has been inhabited by a malevolent force.
They awaken the evil within him, endangering the lives around him. 

Jason Ensler, Directed by

Fear The Walking Dead

Laura
May 13, 2018

The arrival of a wounded visitor in John Dorie's life forces him to change his ways.

Michael Satrazemis, Directed by



Fear The Walking Dead

What's Your Story?
April 15, 2018

A lone traveler's wearying journey is interrupted by new acquaintances, some who become friend,
others who become foe.

John Polson, Directed by

The Flash

Elongated Journey Into Night
October 31, 2017

Gypsy's father, Breacher, takes an immediate disliking to Cisco and decides to hunt him; Barry runs into
his old nemesis, Ralph Dibny.

Tom Cavanagh, Directed by

For The People

Extraordinary Circumstances
May 15, 2018

Sandra goes the extra mile for a client when she goes up against the FBI. Meanwhile, Roger assigns
Kate, Seth and Leonard to work on a highly sensitive case after receiving a tip alleging that the
governor of New York is trying to illegally sell a seat.

Steph Green, Directed by

For The People

This Is What I Wanted To Say
May 22, 2018

Sandra defends a hydrologist accused of spying for the Chinese government. Meanwhile, Jay faces his
fears and goes up against Kate in a case involving a PTA president accused of selling drugs to students;
and Allison receives a tempting proposition from her wine-forger client.

Tom Verica, Directed by

For The People

World's Greatest Judge
April 10, 2018

Judge Byrne finds himself at a crossroads in his career when he presides over a case that requires a
disproportionate mandatory minimum sentence. Allison represents a charming defendant in a fraud
case. Leonard struggles to decide whether or not to bring charges against a political figure.

Andrew Bernstein, Directed by



Game Of Thrones

Beyond The Wall
August 20, 2017

Jon and the Brotherhood hunt the dead. Arya confronts Sansa. Tyrion thinks about the future.

Alan Taylor, Directed by

Game Of Thrones

The Dragon And The Wolf
August 27, 2017

Season finale. Tyrion tries to save Westeros from itself. Sansa questions loyalities.

Jeremy Podeswa, Directed by

Game Of Thrones

The Queen's Justice
July 30, 2017

Daenerys holds court. Tyrion backchannels. Cersei returns a gift. Jamie learns from his mistakes.

Mark Mylod, Directed by

Game Of Thrones

The Spoils Of War
August 06, 2017

The Lannisters pay their debts. Daenerys weighs her options. Arya comes home.

Matt Shakman, Directed by

Girlfriends

Episode 1
January 29, 2018

In Kay Mellor’s new drama, three women of a certain age (Phyllis Logan, Miranda Richardson, and Zoe
Wanamaker) are juggling the challenges of modern life when a tragedy exposes secrets that put their
friendship to the test. The series co-stars Anthony Head and Matthew Lewis.

Kay Mellor, Directed by

Girlfriends' Guide To Divorce

Rule #706: Let Them Eat Cupcakes
August 31, 2017

Abby (Edelstein) leaves town to deal with an emergency leaving Barbara to make decisions for the
company. Abby and her mother Dina (Lesley Ann Warren) clash as they deal with stress, while a twist of
fate leaves Abby reeling. Tension between Jo and Delia builds. Phoebe has trouble finding work.

Tanya Wexler, Directed by



Good Behavior

The Heart Attack Is The Best Way
October 15, 2017

With Jacob finally in their custody, Letty and Javier settle in a quaint beach town. Only, Letty is still
stealing and Javier is still killing. When a hit goes wrong, Letty must face the reality of being in a
relationship with a hitman while trying to lead a “normal” life.

Mikkel Nørgaard, Directed by

The Good Doctor

Burnt Food
September 25, 2017

A young autistic surgeon who relocates from Wyoming to California to complete his medical training
relies on his top-notch skills to disprove his colleagues’ skepticism.

Seth Gordon, Directed by

The Good Doctor

Islands In The Stream Part One
January 08, 2018

To help him get away from Dr. Glassman's demands to see a therapist, Shaun's neighbor Lea takes him
on a road trip in the "striped tomato" a vintage replica of the car from the tv show "Starchy and Hutch."
Back at the hospital, the team separates conjoined twins.

Bill D'Elia, Directed by

The Good Fight

Day 408
March 11, 2018

Season two premiere. An unfortunate event brings the firm together, along with the prospect of a new
name partner, Liz Reddick-Lawrence (Audra McDonald). Meanwhile, Diane struggles to grapple with the
insanity of the world and Maia is confronted with another hurdle in her parents’ scandal.

Brooke Kennedy, Directed by

The Good Fight

Day 492
May 27, 2018

Season two finale. The FBI question Diane leading to unexpected and serious consequences. The mayor
of Chicago invites Adrian and Julius to join a 'think tank' tasked with figuring out how to address the
“Kill All Lawyers” problem. Chaos ensues in the delivery room after Lucca goes into labor early.

Robert King, Directed by



Good Girls

Pilot
February 26, 2018

A trio of desperate suburban moms decide that being good never got them anywhere and rob a
supermarket. Unfortunately, the supermarket is already the territory of a local gang, and the women
soon find themselves in hot water.

Dean Parisot, Directed by

Good Girls

Shutdown
April 16, 2018

Rio’s feeling the heat from the FBI investigation, so he abruptly shuts down operations, cutting off Beth,
Ruby, and Annie's money supply. Their attempt to go back to being ordinary housewives is short-lived
when Mary Pat puts the financial squeeze on them -- forcing the women to commit another heist.

Nzingha Stewart, Directed by

Gotham

One Of My Three Soups
March 29, 2018

Arkham's "finest" give Gordon and Bullock a run for their money, as they hatch a plan to escape the
asylum. Meanwhile, Bruce devises his own strategy to thwart their plans. Also, Barbara get's an offer
she can't refuse.

Ben McKenzie, Directed by

Greenleaf

The Bear
August 15, 2017

Grace and Mac’s showdown sends shock waves through the family. Jacob offers Bishop an olive branch.
Kevin makes a decision that leaves Charity staggering.

Clement Virgo, Directed by

Grey's Anatomy

One Day Like This
March 29, 2018

April’s crisis of faith is challenged by a patient she treats who is a rabbi, and Meredith treats a patient
who is a transplant surgeon from another hospital.

Kevin McKidd, Directed by



Grey's Anatomy

Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Tells Your Story
November 09, 2017

After a roller coaster car falls off the track at the county fair, the doctors at Grey Sloan tend to patients
who spark memories about ghosts from their past.

Debbie Allen, Directed by

Halt And Catch Fire

Goodwill
October 07, 2017

Cameron helps Donna pack up; Bos makes his famous chili; Joe helps Haley recover a memorable
keepsake; Gordon and Donna fight.

Christopher Cantwell, Directed by

Halt And Catch Fire

Miscellaneous
August 26, 2017

Cameron promotes her game at an industry conference. Donna squares off against old rivals. Gordon
struggles to support Joe's newest idea.

Jeff Frielich, Directed by

Halt And Catch Fire

Nowhere Man
September 16, 2017

Donna struggles with suspicion; Bosworth hits a breaking point; Joe confesses to Gordon while Cameron
faces past mistakes.

So Yong Kim, Directed by

Halt And Catch Fire

Search
October 14, 2017

Donna faces a professional crossroads. Joanie takes a trip. Joe unveils Comet’s new look. Cameron asks
a favor from a one-time collaborator.

Daisy Von Scherler Mayer, Directed by



Halt And Catch Fire

So It Goes
August 19, 2017

Gordon enjoys success while Joe works to keep their web project afloat. Cameron extends a business
trip. Donna launches a new venture.

Juan Jose Campanella, Directed by

Halt And Catch Fire

Ten Of Swords
October 14, 2017

Donna celebrates a milestone with her closest allies. Cameron contemplates saying goodbye. Joe
confronts an uncertain future.

Karyn Kusama, Directed by

Halt And Catch Fire

Tonya And Nancy
September 09, 2017

Cameron buys a plot of land to re-center; Joe and Gordon hire a team of websurfers to map the web;
Donna focuses her team on the mission ahead.

Stacie Passon, Directed by

Halt And Catch Fire

Who Needs A Guy
September 30, 2017

Joe and Gordon discuss Comet's future; Donna takes a vacation; a new collaborator challenges
Cameron; Bos and Diane make a life-altering choice.

Tricia Brock, Directed by

The Handmaid's Tale

After
May 30, 2018

An attack sends shockwaves through both Gilead and Little America. Serena Joy makes a dangerous
choice in order to protect her family. Moira searches for someone from her past.

Kari Skogland, Directed by



The Handmaid's Tale

Unwomen
April 25, 2018

Offred adjusts to a new way of life. The arrival of an unexpected person disrupts the Colonies. A family is
torn apart by the rise of Gilead.

Mike Barker, Directed by

Hap And Leonard: The Two-Bear Mambo

Monsoon Mambo
April 11, 2018

Hap reconciles with Leonard after finding a new clue about Florida's location. The duo hatches a plan to
return to Grovetown but are surprised when Officer Reynolds shows up with the FBI.

Michael Katleman, Directed by

Hap And Leonard: The Two-Bear Mambo

T-Bone Mambo
March 21, 2018

Leonard locates Bacon, a local diner cook, to find out more information about Florida's disappearance.
Hap is arrested by Officer Reynolds and taken to meet the local Klan chief, Truman Brown.

Abe Sylvia, Directed by

Hap And Leonard: The Two-Bear Mambo

The Two-Bear Mambo
March 07, 2018

Leonard once again lands himself in jail for burning down his neighbor’s crack house. Hap strikes a deal
with Lt. Hanson: he’ll go to Grovetown, a notorious Klan town south of LaBorde, to find a missing Florida
Grange if Hanson lets Leonard out of jail.

Jim Mickle, Directed by

Hard Sun

The Sun, The Moon, The Truth
March 07, 2018

Malcontent police detective, DCI Charlie Hicks is deeply suspicious of his new partner DI Elaine Renko.
But their first investigation into what seems like a straightforward case of suicide exposes a state secret
that will connect them for life.

Brian Kirk, Directed by



Here And Now

Eleven, Eleven
February 11, 2018

The “perfect” Bayer-Boatwright clan prepare for the 60th birthday party of their patriarch – as cracks
emerge in their progressive, multiracial family. After a troubling incident at the party, Parents, Audrey
and Greg, take their Columbian-born son, Ramon, to a therapist who has an unexplainable connection to
the young man.

Alan Ball, Directed by

Homeland

All In
April 22, 2018

Saul’s team arrives in Russia under diplomatic cover. The Russians deny their interference with Keane’s
presidency. When the operation to kidnap Simone fails, Saul blackmails a Russian general. The general’s
gunmen raid the GRU, seeking Simone, but Carrie has taken her place. Saul gets Simone. Keane is
relieved from office.

Alex Graves, Directed by

Homeland

Clarity
April 15, 2018

Carrie goes to court to battle her sister for custody of Franny; Fearing the 25th Amendment, President
Keane fires half her cabinet which irreparably alienates the Vice President. Carrie owns up to the
wisdom of relinquishing custody of Franny, then leaves for Russia on her mission with Saul.

Dan Attias, Directed by

Homeland

Paen To The People
April 29, 2018

Season finale. Saul, Simone and the ops team narrowly escape Russia. Yevgeny captures Carrie after she
sacrifices herself. Stateside, Simone confirms Russian interference; Keane resumes the Presidency, then
resigns to shake a divided nation. Months later, Yevgeny trades Carries to Saul in a prisoner exchange.
Carrie is in terrible shape.

Lesli Linka Glatter, Directed by

Homeland

Species Jump
March 18, 2018

Saul calls an old friend from the CIA. Wellington has a problem. Carrie enjoys a win. Ivan meets a watery
end. 

Michael Offer, Directed by



Homeland

Standoff
February 25, 2018

Carrie and Dante think Wellington is tied to McClendon’s murder. Carrie finds crucial evidence when she
breaks into his girlfriend’s apartment. Saul and the FBI find O’Keefe hiding on a farm. When the local
militia gets involved, a stand-off ensues. Wellington defies Keane by authorizing an airstrike in Syria.

Michael Klick, Directed by

Homeland

Useful Idiot
April 08, 2018

Simone flees to Russia without Yevgeny. Dante gives Carrie the network burn code, enabling Saul and
Max to expose the Russian active measures network. Yevgeny infiltrates the hospital and murders
Dante. Paley learns he is a “Useful Idiot.” Carrie suffers a psychotic break.

Nelson McCormick, Directed by

How To Get Away With Murder

Ask Him About Stella
February 08, 2018

Annalise and Isaac angrily part ways after he blames her for his recent return to opiate use. She tries to
launch a class action suit for prisoners who were poorly represented when convicted. Nate's father is
one of them. Laurel is finally allowed to visit her baby son.

Stephen Cragg, Directed by

I'm Dying Up Here

Girls Are Funny, Too
July 16, 2017

Nick books a life-changing gig. Adam questions Barton about his odd accommodations. Bill tags along
with Sully on a sales call that doesn’t end well. Eddie and Ron go on a painful double date. Goldie and Eli
sell their comedy special.

Iain B. MacDonald, Directed by

I'm Dying Up Here

My Rifle, My Pony And Me
July 23, 2017

Goldie learns she may have misjudged her relationship with Eli. Eddie helps Cassie hone her material,
but with some ulterior motives. Ralph and Edgar's unforgettable road trip ends badly. Bill helps Nick
with a problem from his past.

Adam Davidson, Directed by



I'm Dying Up Here

Pilot
June 04, 2017

The stand-ups at L.A.'s primo comedy club, run by the formidable Goldie, react to rising star Clay
Appuzzo's appearance on 'The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson'. Boston transplants Eddie and Ron
are surprised by their unorthodox accommodations. Young up-and-comer, Adam, is forced into a
compromising situation by his manager Carl.

Jonathan Levine, Directed by

I'm Dying Up Here

The Unbelievable Power Of Believing
July 30, 2017

A disastrous meeting causes Nick to reevaluate his relationship with girlfriend Tawny. Maggie gives Ron
a self-help book that provides him with temporary superpowers. Barton proposes a deal with Goldie's
rival Teddy.

Kate Dennis, Directed by

Imposters

See You Soon, Macaroon
June 07, 2018

Niagara Falls is the backdrop as the Bumblers, Maddie, Max, Sally, and Sofia try to stay one step ahead
of the Doctor in an attempt to ensure their freedom… and make the score of a lifetime.

Adam Brooks, Directed by

Into The Badlands

Black Wind Howls
June 03, 2018

Sunny and Bajie call in a favor from Bajie's past. The Widow interrogates an important captive who
threatens her tentative peace with Pilgrim.

James Marshall, Directed by

Into The Badlands

Chamber Of Shadows
June 17, 2018

Sunny and Bajie arrive at Pilgrim's Fortress, only to face an angry M.K. The Widow enlists Gaius. Moon
and Lydia rally the troops.

Paco Cabezas, Directed by



iZombie

Goonstruck
March 26, 2018

After consuming the brains of a dim-witted hockey player in order to help solve his murder, Liv's visions
take her on a path that lead her closer to discovering where Renegade is hidden and how her mission is
even more important than Liv could have imagined.

Joaquin Sedillo, Directed by

Kevin (Probably) Saves The World

The Right Thing
March 06, 2018

Kevin struggles with the idea that his relationship with Kristin might be in jeopardy while helping a
stranger honor his deceased uncle's burial wishes. Yvette makes a drastic decision regarding her future
with Kevin by involving a celestial colleague named Cindy, and Amy receives an unexpected visit that
changes everything.

J. Miller Tobin, Directed by

Killing Eve

Nice Face
April 08, 2018

MI5 security officer Eve Polastri is bored in her job and yearns for a more exciting life. When a Russian
politician is murdered, Eve is tasked with protecting the only witness and soon finds herself on a
collision course with violent and extraordinary assassin, Villanelle.

Harry Bradbeer, Directed by

Kingdom

Cactus
July 26, 2017

Retired MMA fighter Alvey Kulina is struggling to keep his mixed martial arts gym running all while
trying to keep his family united.

Padraic Mckinley, Directed by

Knightfall

Do You See The Blue?
February 07, 2018

Vastly outnumbered, the Templars must fight for their lives in a battle with the Red Knights.

Douglas Mackinnon, Directed by



Knightfall

The Pilgrimage Of Chains
January 10, 2018

Landry is kidnapped and tortured by a mysterious group. A Knight is expelled from the Templars. De
Nogaret builds an army. Princess Isabella discovers who betrayed her.

Metin Hüseyin, Directed by

Krypton

House Of Zod
April 18, 2018

Seg finds a window into Krypton’s ancient past as he fights for survival. Meanwhile, Jayna Zod reflects
on her childhood as she considers an offer from House Vex.

Julius Ramsay, Directed by

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Chasing Demons
February 28, 2018

A doctor arrested for sexually abusing his patients is set free after Cassidy's testimony causes a
mistrial.

Fred Berner, Directed by

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Something Happened
November 29, 2017

Benson must disclose the secrets of her past to help a rape victim recall the details of a traumatic
night.

Alex Chapple, Directed by

Legends Of Tomorrow

Helen Hunt
November 14, 2017

The Legends track down an anachronism in 1930's Hollywood, where Helen of Troy has started a war
between two film studios.

David Geddes, Directed by



Legion

Chapter 10
April 10, 2018

David meets his oldest enemy.

Ana Lily Amirpour, Directed by

Legion

Chapter 12
April 24, 2018

David is tested. And tested. And tested.

Ellen Kuras, Directed by

Legion

Chapter 14
May 08, 2018

What could have been ...

John Cameron, Directed by

Legion

Chapter 19
June 12, 2018

In which David fights the future.

Keith Gordon, Directed by

Loaded

The End Of Cat Factory?
September 04, 2017

Ewan faces an unusual moral dilemma after he receives an opportunity for wealth beyond his wildest
dreams.

Elliot Hegarty, Directed by

Loaded

Josh's Mum And Dad
July 31, 2017

The boys pitch a new game idea. Unimpressed, Casey conducts a review of what each of them actually
does for the company. Watto's addictions manifest themselves and Josh is distracted by the return of
his parents.

Ian Fitzgibbon, Directed by



Loaded

Watto's Mum
August 07, 2017

Watto is ecstatic when his errant mother reappears, claiming that she has also made her fortune. Casey
announces that The Emperor is flying in to hear Josh and Leon's pitch for a new game.

Natalie Bailey, Directed by

Lost In Space

Danger, Will Robinson
April 13, 2018

In the season finale : The clock ticks down toward the Resolute’s departure, the Robinsons scramble to
get off the planet (and out from under Dr. Smith’s thumb), as the robot summons all its power to defeat
one of its own -- cementing allegiance to Will once and for all.

David Nutter, Directed by

Lost In Space

Eulogy
April 13, 2018

Maureen debates whether to share what she saw in the sky, Don leads a mission to find fuel, and the
robot's presence stokes tensions within the group.

Vincenzo Natali, Directed by

The Magicians

Be The Penny
January 31, 2018

Penny adjusts to his new situation. Quentin and Julia discover a powerful secret tied to the history of
Brakebills. Eliot is hunted.

Shannon Kohli, Directed by

Major Crimes

By Any Means: Part 4
January 09, 2018

In the series finale, Lt. Tao, (Michael Paul Chan) is stuck in a room with a potential bomb. Provenza
(G.W. Bailey) finally identifies the real Ms. Bechtel, and Major Crimes comes face-to-face for the very
last time with Phillip Stroh (Billy Burke).

James Duff, Directed by



Major Crimes

Conspiracy Theory: Part 4
December 19, 2017

Captain Sharon Raydor must make decisions regarding her ongoing health problems while arriving at
the conclusion of a series of murders and sexual assaults. Meanwhile the detectives in Major Crimes face
a crisis in leadership.

Michael M Robin, Directed by

Major Crimes

Sanctuary City: Part 5
November 28, 2017

Culmination of a hunt for the murderer of minority teen Hispanic and the clearing of suspected priest.
Wedding of Captain Sharon Rador.

Patrick G Duffy, Directed by

Marvel's Jessica Jones

AKA I Want Your Cray Cray
March 08, 2018

Flashbacks shed new light on the aftermath of the family's car accident and reveal a painful turning
point in Jessica's adult life.

Jennifer Getzinger, Directed by

Marvel's Jessica Jones

AKA Playland
March 08, 2018

Waking up in unfamiliar surroundings, Jessica once again finds herself torn between two worlds and
facing an impossible choice.

Uta Briesewitz, Directed by

Marvel's Jessica Jones

AKA Shark In The Bathtub, Monster In The Bed
March 08, 2018

Jessica Jones (Krysten Ritter) faces off with her mother (Janet McTeer), realizing she is more like her
than she would like to admit.

Rosemary Rodriguez, Directed by



Marvel's Jessica Jones

AKA Three Lives And Counting
March 08, 2018

Shocked by her own actions and haunted by visions of Kilgrave, Jessica worries she's turning into a
monster. Trish's plans for Karl become clear.

Jennifer Lynch, Directed by

Marvel's The Punisher

3AM
November 17, 2017

Former Marine Frank Castle takes the law into his own hands while struggling to come to terms with his
traumatic past.

Tom Shankland, Directed by

Marvel's The Punisher

Danger Close
November 17, 2017

As danger knocks on Sarah's door, Frank takes his quest for vengeance to the next level with some help
from an unexpected ally.

Kevin Hooks, Directed by

Marvel's The Punisher

Home
November 17, 2017

Frank makes a damning confession. A shootout leaves Sarah wondering what to believe. Rawlins goes in
for the kill, once and for all.

Jet Wilkinson, Directed by

McMafia

Episode 7
April 16, 2018

Vadim is convinced to broker peace in Istanbul. Alex learns the dreadful price of his actions, and Dmitri
makes a decision that endangers them all.

James Watkins, Directed by



Midnight, Texas

Angel Heart
September 04, 2017

A bounty hunter from Joe's past arrives. Manfred takes charge to lead Fiji, Olivia, Bobo and Lem to stop
this dangerous foe from killing Joe and Chuy and destroying Midnight. Creek struggles to recover from
her family tragedy and the Rev refuses to compromise the safety of his neighbors.

Mairzee Almas, Directed by

Midnight, Texas

Pilot
July 24, 2017

Manfred Bernardo, a powerful psychic on the run, decides to hide out in the small, sleepy town of
Midnight, Texas. But when he's haunted by the ghost of a recently murdered Midnighter, Manfred
discovers this sleepy community is a mysterious safe haven for outsiders with secrets.

Niels Arden Oplev, Directed by

Mindhunter

Episode 10
October 13, 2017

The team cracks under pressure from an in-house review. Holden's bold style elicits a confession but
puts his career, relationships and health at risk.

David Fincher, Directed by

Mindhunter

Episode 4
October 13, 2017

Bill and Holden consult with Dr. Wendy Carr to begin classifying their subjects. They receive surprising
news.

Asif Kapadia, Directed by

Mindhunter

Episode 5
October 13, 2017

Holden and Bill return to a perplexing case in Pennsylvania where a set of clues leading in multiple
directions leaves no shortage of suspects.

Tobias Lindholm, Directed by



Mindhunter

Episode 7
October 13, 2017

Wendy takes a career risk to relocate and join the team full time. Holden and Bill find it harder to keep
the emotional intensity of work at bay.

Andrew Douglas, Directed by

Mr. Mercedes

Willow Lake
September 20, 2017

Based on the best-selling novel by Stephen King. A demented serial killer taunts a retired police
detective with a series of lurid letters and emails. This forces the ex-cop to undertake a private, and
potentially felonious crusade to bring the killer to justice before he can strike again.

Jack Bender, Directed by

Mr. Robot

eps3.4_runtime-error.r00
November 08, 2017

E Corp in chaos. Elliot is on the run. Darlene comes to help. Can’t stop won’t stop Angela. FTW.

Sam Esmail, Directed by

Narcos

Going Back To Cali
September 01, 2017

David and Peña are in a race against each other to find Pallomari. Peña makes a serious decision about
the future of his career.

Andi Baiz, Directed by

Narcos

MRO
September 01, 2017

Paranoid about leaks, Miguel cracks down on his security. Pacho makes a decision about his new offer.
Peña works on cultivating a witness.

Josef Wladyka, Directed by



NCIS

Two Steps Back
May 08, 2018

Abby says goodbye.

Michael Zinberg, Directed by

NCIS: Los Angeles

Outside The Lines
April 22, 2018

After a cryptocurrency farm is robbed of over $10 million in Bitcoin codes, Sam and Hidoko go
undercover, with Sam resuming a likely compromised former alias.

Suzanne Saltz, Directed by

NCIS: New Orleans

Powder Keg
April 17, 2018

Pride is held hostage in his bar by three gunmen who may have just killed a police officer. The NCIS
team unravels who is behind the murder.

Mary Lou Belli, Directed by

9-1-1

Full Moon (Creepy AF)
February 28, 2018

The crew receives peculiar calls during the full moon as Athena looks into a possible home invasion and
deals with a rabid criminal.

Maggie Kiley, Directed by

9-1-1

Karma’s A Bitch
March 07, 2018

An unremorseful widower, an unsuspecting thief and an arrogant fitness club owner receive a taste of
Karma.

Barbara Brown, Directed by



9-1-1

Trapped
March 14, 2018

First responders rush to save a homeless man who was crushed inside a garbage truck and a mother
and son who were caught in a crashed elevator.

Gwyneth Horder-Payton, Directed by

9-1-1

Worst Day Ever
January 24, 2018

Bobby and the team race to save the survivors on a deadly plane crash while Athena attempts to
control the panic and chaos that ensues at the airport.

Bradley Buecker, Directed by

The Oath

Allegiance
March 08, 2018

Tom’s revenge against Winters risks an all-out gang war. With a fresh body on his doorstep, Neckbone
gives Hammond a deadly ultimatum. Father and son vie for control of the Ravens, creating a deep gang
rift. Hammond and Cole take action to replenish the pension fund, but their plans backfire.

Luis Prieto, Directed by

The Oath

Hunted
March 08, 2018

An FBI raid gone wrong takes WMD off the streets but leaves Neckbone out for Raven blood. Agent Price
demands Hammond bring his father into the fold by any means necessary. Tom uses a successful heist
to assert his precarious power. From hiding, Neckbone begins to exact his revenge.

Jeff T. Thomas, Directed by

Orange Is The New Black

The Reverse Midas Touch
June 09, 2017

Taystee tries to keep the negotiations on track. Angie comes up with an idea for fixing Leanne's finger.
Piscatella's past is revealed.

Laura Prepon, Directed by



Orange Is The New Black

Tattoo You
June 09, 2017

Boo dabbles in blackmail, Nicky promises to help Lorna, Doggett makes a discovery, and Piper comes to
a realization about Alex.

Mark A. Burley, Directed by

Orphan Black

The Few Who Dare
June 10, 2017

Sarah is deeply wounded and struggling to stay alive on the Island. Driven deep into its forest by
Neolutionists and worse, she strives to make it far enough to rescue Cosima. Meanwhile, Rachel is now
firmly in charge at the right-hand of the 170-year-old founder of Neolution, PT Westmoreland.

John Fawcett, Directed by

The Orville

Firestorm
November 16, 2017

When a fire breaks out on The Orville and a crew member dies, Alara begins to question if she is fit for
her job, just as unusual and terrifying things start happening on the ship.

Brannon Braga, Directed by

The Orville

Krill
October 12, 2017

Ed and Gordon are sent on a dangerous undercover mission to infiltrate a Krill ship and obtain a copy of
the Krill bible.

Jon Cassar, Directed by

The Orville

Old Wounds
September 10, 2017

In the series’ opener, it’s 2417, and the Planetary Union promotes ED MERCER (MacFarlane) to Captain
of The U.S.S. Orville. While on their first routine mission, the Orville crew is ambushed by the Krill, who
are bent on stealing a device that can cause time to accelerate.

Jon Favreau, Directed by



Outlander

Eye Of The Storm
December 10, 2017

Claire is forced to play a game of cat and mouse with an old adversary as she searches for Young Ian.
The Frasers race through the jungles of Jamaica to prevent the unthinkable.

Matthew B. Roberts, Directed by

Ozark

The Toll
July 21, 2017

During his next sermon, Mason falters. Wendy and the kids are caught trying to flee their home. Marty
brokers a deal between Jacob and Del.

Jason Bateman, Directed by

Ozark

Tonight We Improvise
July 21, 2018

Marty hires Ruth to pull off a heist at the strip club. FBI Agent Petty poses as a vacationer and hires
Russ Langmore to show him the best fishings spots. Jonah develops an obsession with vultures

Daniel Sackheim, Directed by

Peaky Blinders

Blackbird
December 21, 2017

Linda tries to distract Arthur, who later gets caught in an ambush. Tommy is reminded of who he was
before the war. Polly meets a man from her past.

David Caffrey, Directed by

Power

Don't Thank Me
July 23, 2017

With tensions high, Silver warns Ghost that Tasha may have to testify. Meanwhile, now aware of Ghost's
innocence, Angela struggles to find a way to stop the prosecution. And Teresi sets a plan in motion to
eliminate Ghost.

Sanford Bookstaver, Directed by



Power

It's Done
August 13, 2017

When Ghost sees the location for the business is gang-infested, he re-teams with Tommy to clean it up.
As Tommy threatens war, his organization starts to destabilize. And, unhappy, Tariq looks to some old
friends.

Hernán Otaño, Directed by

Power

You Can't Fix This
September 03, 2017

When tragedy befalls the St. Patrick family, Ghost and Tommy seek retribution. Tasha tries to keep
things together at home. Meanwhile, Angela uses her own skills and resources to figure out what Ghost
is hiding.

Rob Hardy, Directed by

Preacher

Damsels
July 03, 2017

Jesse, Tulip and Cassidy arrive in New Orleans on their search for the Almighty. Eugene, in Hell, relives
Tracy shooting herself, over and over. Cassidy is reunited with his son Denis and Featherstone, Herr
Starr and the Grail pick up Jesse's trail. Tulip is captured by Viktor's henchmen. 

Michael Slovis, Directed by

Preacher

On The Road
June 25, 2017

Jessie, Tulip, and Cassidy hit the road in search of God and are stalked by a killer cowboy from hell.

Seth Rogen, Directed by
Evan Goldberg, Directed by

Preacher

Pig
July 31, 2017

Tulip confronts her near-death experience. Denis asks Cassidy for a major favor. Jesse questions the
price of saving Cassidy and Tulip.

Wayne Yip, Directed by



Quantico

Heaven's Fall
June 08, 2018

Jocelyn shares her very personal story of hearing loss when she finds herself face-to-face with the
adversary responsible for the bomb explosion that changed her life forever.

Russell Lee Fine, Directed by

Queen Of The South

El Camino De La Muerte
July 13, 2017

Teresa has been captured by narco-cult leader El Santo in Bolivia and held in his jungle prison. To
secure a deal with the self-proclaimed prophet Teresa must go on a drugged spiritual journey with El
Santo, key to her survival being the purity and goodness in her heart.

David Boyd, Directed by

Queen Of The South

La Noche Oscura del Alma 
August 17, 2017

Teresa goes on the run from Camilla but after a violent encounter, she realizes the time for running is
over. It's time for war.

Tina Mabry, Directed by

Queen Sugar

Dream Variations
November 15, 2017

Charley’s shocking plan to save her business puts her relationship with Remy in jeopardy. Hollywood
proposes to Violet, and Nova and Remy share an unexpected moment. Finally, Ralph Angel decides if he
can forgive Darla.

Kat Candler, Directed by

Ray Donovan

Horses
October 01, 2017

A last-ditch medical trial sends Ray on a dark mission in New York. Alone in LA, Abby turns to Terry and
Bridget to help her make the toughest decision of her life.

Zetna Fuentes, Directed by



Ray Donovan

Michael
October 22, 2017

Ray searches for Frank Barnes in an attempt to get Bridget out of jail. Meanwhile in New York, Terry
deals with the return of Damon's father and then takes care of Smitty at Bridget's request. Back in LA,
Bunchy is hit with a heartbreaking confession from Teresa.

Carl Franklin, Directed by

Ray Donovan

Mister Lucky
October 08, 2017

Natalie's fame puts Ray's career in jeopardy when, for the first time, he becomes the story. Mickey and
Daryll celebrate the greenlight of their movie. Terry prepares to leave the Fite Club behind. Bridget
takes Smitty's problem into her own hands. Ray hunts down the source of Sam's problems.

Guy Ferland, Directed by

Ray Donovan

Shelley Duvall
September 17, 2017

Abby decides she wants to stop treatment. Ray runs interference for Natalie. Sam shows Ray the
lengths she'll go to protect her empire. In his attempt to free Bunchy, Mickey gets caught in the middle
of someone else's war. Terry visits Bridget and discovers a truth that shakes him.

Michael Uppendahl, Directed by

Ray Donovan

Sold
August 27, 2017

Mickey's screenwriting dreams stall out until he's pulled into a fix for Daryll's movie star client. Abby
starts construction on the bar. Ray searches for a solution to their problem. Terry tries to win back
Maureen. Bunchy's settlement money is stolen. Bridget tells her boyfriend who her father really is.

Tucker Gates, Directed by

Ray Donovan

Time Takes A Cigarette
October 29, 2017

Ray goes to New York to arrange an illicit surgery that will hopefully save Smitty. Sam agrees to help,
but only on the condition that Ray commit a brutal act. Daryll struggles with his loyalties as Mickey tries
to get himself out of jail by turning the tables on Ray.

David Hollander, Directed by



The Resident

Haunted
April 16, 2018

Conrad badly sprains his ankle, but works through it and takes the case of his old medical professor,
who is hallucinating visions of her former, deceased patients. Nic mourns the loss of Lilly. Bell operates
on a foreign dignitary with unforeseen complications. Meanwhile, Lane and Bell's relationship grows
closer.

David Crabtree, Directed by

The Resident

Total Eclipse Of The Heart
May 14, 2018

Season 1 finale. Mina and "The Raptor" fight to save Micah's life. What does the future hold for Conrad
and Nic? Bell gets the shock of his life, both personally and professionally.

Rob Corn, Directed by

Rise

Opening Night
May 15, 2018

It’s opening night and Lou makes a bold last-minute decision to reinvigorate the cast and crew, putting
his own career at risk. Over the course of one evening, the troupe makes decisions that will forever
change Stanton Drama, but in the process realize what it may have done for them.

Michael Weaver, Directed by

Rise

Pilot
March 13, 2018

Lou Mazzuchelli (Josh Radnor), an uninspired English teacher at Stanton High, petitions to take over as
director of the school's theater program in an attempt to revitalize his passion for teaching, but quickly
realizes he has his work cut out for him.

Mike Cahill, Directed by

Rise

We've All Got Our Junk
April 10, 2018

Lou and Gail try desperately to get through to Gordy to help him. Lou discovers a crucial school band
element to the show needs a overhaul. Tracey resists romance. Gwen reels in the aftermath of a
shocking announcement. Robbie and Lilette grow closer. Vanessa takes a stand on sexual harassment. 

Patrick Norris, Directed by



S.W.A.T.

Pilot
November 02, 2017

Follows a locally born and bred S.W.A.T. lieutenant, Hondo, who is torn between loyalty to the streets
and duty to his fellow officers when he's tasked to run a highly-trained unit that's the last stop for
solving crimes in Los Angeles.

Justin Lin, Directed by

Scandal

Day 101
October 19, 2017

During the first 100 days of Mellie’s presidency, Fitz stays out of the limelight in Vermont where he
takes up life as an ordinary citizen for the first time in years. Marcus joins the former POTUS to begin
important work on the Fitzgerald Grant III Presidential Library.

Scott Foley, Directed by

Scandal

The Noise
March 29, 2018

When Charlie is taken into custody for the hijacking of Air Force Two, Quinn is faced with an important
choice. Meanwhile, Cyrus is pulling the strings behind closed doors and sets out to recruit Jake to join
him on his quest for the White House.

Darby Stanchfield, Directed by

Scandal

The People v. Olivia Pope
February 01, 2018

When Olivia agrees to join Fitz in Vermont for what she thinks will be a relaxing getaway, she is shocked
to find that her closest friends have orchestrated a relentless intervention. Back in Washington, Cyrus
finally reveals his suspicions to Mellie about Olivia and Jake’s extracurricular activities.

Kerry Washington, Directed by

SEAL Team

Collapse
October 25, 2017

Embassy needs protection as the country becomes unstable.

Ian Toynton, Directed by



SEAL Team

Containment
January 10, 2018

In Moldavia, Jason and the team intercept stolen, volatile nuclear weapons which could blow up major
cities. But the mission goes sideways when they get stuck on a treacherous, rickety bridge while the
bad guys pursue desperately. Meanwhile, Jason faces family trouble and Ray's sidelined by a seriously
injured shoulder.

Andy Wolk, Directed by

SEAL Team

The Graveyard Of Empires
May 09, 2018

Following a helicopter crash, the team must proceed with the mission as hostiles close in; an injured
and impaired Jason goes after their target alone.

David Boreanaz, Directed by

SEAL Team

Pattern Of Life
January 03, 2018

The most elite unit of Navy Seals must navigate their professional and personal lives as they train to
execute the most dangerous, high stakes missions our country can ask of them.

Christopher Chulack, Directed by

Shooter

Don't Mess With Texas
August 01, 2017

Bob Lee finds Isaac Johnson on his doorstep in West Texas, and learns how Isaac barely escaped an
attempt on his life. Nadine discovers just how much influence Patricia Gregson wields. A traumatized
Julie fights to stay strong for her family, while Bob Lee’s longtime enemy hits close to home.

Jaime Reynoso, Directed by

Siren

Interview With A Mermaid
April 05, 2018

Dale and the local police's investigation points directly to Ryn. Xander and Calvin's search for Chris
heats up as they track Donna. Ben and Maddie learn more about Ryn and the mermaid species.

Jay Karas, Directed by



Sneaky Pete

Inside Out
March 09, 2018

Marius and Marjorie take on the prison system in an attempt to free Pete. Taylor meets a talented NYPD
detective who has come to Connecticut to investigate Winslow's death, while Audrey tries to conceal her
connection to the crime. Otto and Sam do a favor for Irish Moe.

Giovanni Ribisi, Directed by

Sneaky Pete

Switch
March 09, 2018

Marius' plan implodes proving he was wrong about the money's location, and must face Luka's wrath.
Julia, Valerie, Otto, and Sam square off with Colin and Ayawamat at the storage facility. Audrey
discovers the danger of Luka and rushes to protect the family. Taylor settles accounts with Roby and
Shannon.

Michael Dinner, Directed by

Snowfall

Baby Teeth
August 23, 2017

Franklin’s business ramps up, causing a rift in his inexperienced crew. Teddy pulls out all the stops to
protect Alejandro. While visiting her dying father, Lucia has a realization.

Solvan 'Slick' Naim, Directed by

Snowfall

Pilot
July 05, 2017

South Central street entrepreneur Franklin Saint takes a leap into the cocaine game. Disgruntled CIA
officer Teddy McDonald allies with a Contra soldier. Luchador wrestler Gustavo "El Oso" Zapata makes
inroads with a Mexican cartel family.

Adil El Arbi, Directed by
Bilall Fallah, Directed by

Snowfall

The Rubicon
September 06, 2017

Franklin solidifies his future. Teddy’s hand is forced. Lucia decides between business and family.

John Singleton, Directed by



Star

30 Days To Famous
May 23, 2018

The girls get their first concert as an opening act, but as the pressure builds, will they stay together or
break up? Carlotta finds out who killed Jahil, and must decide whether or not to take revenge.

John Krokidas, Directed by

Star

The Winner Takes It All
September 27, 2017

Star goes to great lengths to assure that the group gets a release date for their album. Simone
struggles with bullying and Alexandra moves in with Derek despite the hardships they've experienced.
Meanwhile, Carlotta faces difficult decisions when it comes to managing the group, and seeks advice
from Jamal Lyon.

Lee Daniels, Directed by

Star Trek: Discovery

Despite Yourself
January 07, 2018

While in unfamiliar territory, the U.S.S. Discovery crew is forced to get creative in their next efforts to
survive opposing and unprecedented forces and return home.

Jonathan Frakes, Directed by

Star Trek: Discovery

Vaulting Ambition
January 21, 2018

Burnham heads to the ISS Charon with a special gift for the Emperor; with the help of an unexpected
source, Stamets gains clarity while trapped inside the mycelial network; and Saru asks for L'Rell's help.

Hanelle M. Culpepper, Directed by

Star Trek: Discovery

The Vulcan Hello
September 24, 2017

While patrolling Federation space, the U.S.S. Shenzhou encounters an object of unknown origin, putting
First Officer Michael Burnham to the test.

David Semel, Directed by



StartUp

Leverage
September 28, 2017

As Araknet celebrates a huge win, Ronald struggles to repair his life before it’s too late. The Russians
extend a tainted olive branch, causing dissent within the company and throwing Izzy into inner turmoil.
Just as Araknet is poised to make a controversial move, an unforeseen enemy strikes.

Ben Ketai, Directed by

Station 19

Shock To The System
April 12, 2018

Miranda Bailey visits Ben at work, meeting his new co-workers for the first time. While most of the team
responds to a motor vehicle accident involving an electrical danger, Andy and Maya are paired up to go
on their first stakeout.

Milan Cheylov, Directed by

Station 19

Stuck
March 22, 2018

When the team responds to an apartment fire, Captain Pruitt takes a hit, the future of the station’s
leadership is in jeopardy and firefighter Andy Herrera is forced to step up. Meanwhile, new recruit Ben
Warren is trading in the scalpel for a fresh start as a firefighter.

Paris Barclay, Directed by

Step Up: High Water

Episode 1
January 13, 2018

After their mother is arrested, twins Janelle and Tal are sent to live with their Uncle Al in Atlanta.
Janelle learns about a performing arts school, High Water, in their new neighborhood, which may just
change everything.

Adam Shankman, Directed by

The Strain

One Shot
July 30, 2017

Quinlan and Fet discover that stealing a nuclear warhead isn't easy when they encounter an unexpected
enemy. Eph and Alex concoct a new weapon to use against the strigoi. Frustrated with his seclusion,
Zack discovers a love interest.

Kevin Dowling, Directed by



Stranger Things

Chapter Four: Will The Wise
October 27, 2017

An ailing Will opens up to Joyce -- with disturbing results. While Hopper digs for the truth, Eleven
unearths a surprising discovery.

Shawn Levy, Directed by

Stranger Things

Chapter Nine: The Gate
October 27, 2017

Eleven makes plans to finish what she started while the survivors turn up the heat on the monstrous
force that's holding Will hostage.

The Duffer Brothers, Directed by

Suits

Good-Bye
April 25, 2018

It’s all hands on deck as Louis, Donna, and Alex defend the firm, while Harvey aids Jessica on a case.
Mike and Rachel juggle their commitments to the firm, the clinic, and each other.

Anton L. Cropper, Directed by

Supernatural

Unfinished Business
April 26, 2018

Gabriel is back and drags Dean and Sam into his plot for revenge on the demigods who sold him to
Asmodeus. Meanwhile, Jack's growing confidence leads to reckless decisions that could put others in
harm's way.

Richard Speight, Jr., Directed by

13 Reasons Why

Bye
May 18, 2018

One month later, Hannah's loved ones celebrate her life and find comfort in each other. Meanwhile, a
brutal assault pushes one student over the edge.

Kyle Patrick Alvarez, Directed by



13 Reasons Why

The Little Girl
May 18, 2018

When Hannah's parents come under scrutiny, Jessica reaches out to Mrs. Baker. Justin struggles to stay
clean. Clay reconnects with Skye.

Michael Morris, Directed by

This Is Us

The Car
February 06, 2018

On the day of Jack’s memorial service, the history of the Pearsons is told through the life of the family
car.

Ken Olin, Directed by

This Is Us

Superbowl Sunday
February 04, 2018

Jack saves his family from a house fire on Super Bowl Sunday. His family in the future deal with his loss.
Randall hosts a Super Bowl party; Kevin and Kate reconnect with their past.

John Requa, Directed by
Glenn Ficarra, Directed by

Timeless

King Of The Delta Blues
April 22, 2018

When Rufus and Jiya add a fourth seat to the Lifeboat, Connor Mason joins the team as they travel back
to the Depression-era South to rescue Robert Johnson – King of the Delta Blues, Godfather of Rock n’
Roll.

Greg Beeman, Directed by

Trust

John, Chapter 11
April 29, 2018

When a gruesome discovery is made, the Getty family fears the worst.

Jonathan van Tulleken, Directed by



Trust

La Dolce Vita
April 08, 2018

J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.

Danny Boyle, Directed by

Trust

White Car In A Snowstorm
May 20, 2018

An unexpected development prompts Gail to travel to London.

Susanna White, Directed by

TURN: Washington's Spies

Blood For Blood
June 24, 2017

Abe's scheme to rescue Caleb turns deadly. Anna faces a difficult decision. Arnold suspects Peggy is
keeping a secret from him.

Keith Boak, Directed by

TURN: Washington's Spies

Private Woodhull
July 08, 2017

Seeking revenge against Simcoe, Abe travels to New York and meets Benedict Arnold. A visitor from
Anna's past comes to the continental camp.

Henry Bronchtein, Directed by

TURN: Washington's Spies

Quarry
July 22, 2017

Ben's plan to kidnap Benedict Arnold conflicts with Abe's plot to kill Simcoe. Shifting loyalties turn old
enemies into allies.

Omar Madha, Directed by



TURN: Washington's Spies

Reckoning
August 05, 2017

After receiving Abe's intel, Washington heads south to lay siege on Yorktown. Abe volunteers for the
Continental Army. Peggy goes into labor.

Eagle Eglisson, Directed by

TURN: Washington's Spies

Spyhunter General
June 17, 2017

Benedict Arnold rounds up spies in New York. Abe plots to destroy essential British supplies, but he will
need his father's help.

Craig Silverstein, Directed by

TURN: Washington's Spies

Washington's Spies
August 12, 2017

The fate of the Culper Ring is revealed; the American War of Independence comes to an end; a settling
of accounts between shadows and spies; America struggles to begin.

Jeremy Webb, Directed by

Tyler Perry's If Loving You Is Wrong

Behind Enemy Lines
March 07, 2018

In the season finale of If Loving You Is Wrong, the sins of the neighborhood come to a head in
catastrophic events across the city.

Tyler Perry, Directed by

UnREAL

Codependence
April 23, 2018

Rachel helps Serena navigate the home stretch and narrow the suitors down to two at Chet’s lifetime
achievement gala. However, clashing opinions cause a public fight and Quinn’s plan to take down Gary
takes a turn.

Sarah Gertrude Shapiro, Directed by



UnREAL

Confront
March 19, 2018

A reporter looking to expose Everlasting’s secrets leaves Rachel with no choice but to come clean to
Serena.  After Quinn approves Jay’s idea for a new show, he must make a potentially dangerous deal
with one of the contestants.  Rachel revisits a trauma from her dark past uncovering distressing news. 

Shiri Appleby, Directed by

UnREAL

Oath
February 26, 2018

In a desperate attempt to keep Everlasting afloat following the PR nightmare of the previous season,
Quinn brings Rachel back from self-imposed “exile.” Together they must manage Serena, a Silicon Valley
mogul and this season’s suitress.

Peter O'Fallon, Directed by

UnREAL

Recurrent
April 16, 2018

Rachel confronts her mother while Serena gets ambushed by someone from her past, threatening her
relationships with the remaining contestants. Chet struggles with Gary’s offer.

Constance Zimmer, Directed by

Victoria (Masterpiece)

Faith, Hope & Charity
February 04, 2018

News of the horrific famine in Ireland has finally reached the Queen. She is adamant that her
government should be doing more to help, but meets with surprising opposition from her Prime
Minister.

Jim Loach, Directed by

Victoria (Masterpiece)

The King Over The Water
February 11, 2018

Feeling suffocated by the weight of the crown, Victoria (Jenna Coleman) escapes with her court to the
Scottish Highlands. She and Albert (Tom Hughes) revel in the opportunity to be a normal husband and
wife, but the holiday can’t last forever.

Daniel O'Hara, Directed by



Victoria (Masterpiece)

A Soldier’s Daughter And The Green-Eyed Monster
January 14, 2018

New mother Victoria is impatient to return to the business of ruling a nation, while Albert attempts to
protect her from the increasingly desperate news regarding British soldiers in Afghanistan. Victoria is
thrown into turmoil by the realization she is pregnant again.

Lisa James Larsson, Directed by

Victoria (Masterpiece)

Warp And Weft And The Sins Of The Father
January 21, 2018

Discontent is growing in the country, and Victoria throws a costume ball in a misguided attempt to help
the silk weavers of Spitalfields – but the spectacular event only exposes her naivety, and an unexpected
grief finally forces her to put childish things away for good.

Geoffrey Sax, Directed by

Vikings

The Departed
November 29, 2017

Tensions mount between the sons of Ragnar Lothbrok as the Vikings continue to threaten the very heart
of England. As the Great Army moves to take York, with King Aethelwulf and his family still in hiding,
Heahmund, the warrior bishop, must rally the Saxons to defend the Realm.

David Wellington, Directed by

Vikings

Homeland
December 06, 2017

Celebrations are cut short in the aftermath of the battle at York. Ragnar Lothbrok’s sons are pitted
against each other as tensions reach an all-time high and each is forced to choose a side.

Steve Saint Leger, Directed by

Vikings

The Joke
January 10, 2018

The battle for Kattegat begins. As the two armies line up to fight, the Great Heathen Army must decide
between a final plea for peace or all-out war. Floki faces discord amongst the settlers.

Jeff Woolnough, Directed by



Vikings

The Message
December 27, 2017

Lagertha is betrayed and Bjorn must find a way to support the distraught queen. Floki and his settlers
arrive in a new land but it is far from what they expected.

Ciarán Donnelly, Directed by

Vikings

Moments Of Vision
January 24, 2018

A sense of doom looms over Kattegat as bloodshed ensues. As the defeated army flees in the face of the
victors, a legendary warrior makes his way home.

Daniel Grou, Directed by

The Walking Dead

Do Not Send Us Astray
March 25, 2018

Trouble arises when unexpected visitors arrive at the Hilltop and the community is thrust into action;
heartbreaking discoveries are made.

Jeffrey F. January, Directed by

The Walking Dead

Some Guy
November 12, 2017

A new weapon in the Savior arsenal proves to be a giant hurdle as fighting continues between Rick’s
forces and those of the Saviors.

Dan Liu, Directed by

The Walking Dead

Time For After
December 03, 2017

Negan has to enlist the help of his lieutenants in solving a huge issue facing the Sanctuary; Rick and the
group continue to enact the plan.

Larry Teng, Directed by



Westworld

Akane No Mai
May 20, 2018

Maeve finds a new voice. Dolores and Teddy face the realities of a future together.

Craig Zobel, Directed by

Westworld

Journey Into Night
April 22, 2018

Dolores maps out her future with Teddy. Bernard goes undercover as Delos forces look to quell the host
uprising.

Richard J. Lewis, Directed by

Westworld

The Passenger
June 24, 2018

In the season finale, everyone converges at the Valley Beyond.

Frederick E.O. Toye, Directed by

Westworld

The Riddle Of The Sphinx
May 13, 2018

William arbitrates an AI experiment. Bernard struggles with his memories. The Man in Black arrives at a
town under siege.

Lisa Joy, Directed by

The X Files

Rm9sbG93ZXJz
February 28, 2018

Artificial intelligence achieves consciousness by means of turning everyday technology and appliances
into dangerous instruments against Agents Mulder and Scully during a wordless nightmarish evening.

Glen Morgan, Directed by

The X-Files

Ghouli
January 31, 2018

When a pair of teenage girls attack one another, each believing the other to be a monster, Mulder and
Scully find that their investigation could possibly lead back to their long lost son, William.

James Wong, Directed by



The X-Files

Kitten
February 07, 2018

In an attempt to right old wrongs, Skinner goes in search of a fellow marine from Viet Nam and ends up
AWOL. Mulder and Scully's trust in him escalates as they track him down.

Carol Banker, Directed by

The X-Files

The Lost Art Of Forehead Sweat
January 24, 2018

The "Mandela Effect" conspiracy is revealed to Mulder and Scully by a mysterious stranger named
"Reggie Something," who also claims to have been their original partner in creating the X-Files.

Darin Morgan, Directed by

The X-Files

My Struggle IV
March 21, 2018

Mulder and Scully race to save their son William as the Cigarette Smoking Man commences his plan to
destroy the world as we know it.

Chris Carter, Directed by

End of Category



Outstanding Directing For A Limited Series, Movie Or Dramatic Special

Alias Grace

November 03, 2017 - November 03, 2017

In 19th-century Canada, a psychiatrist weighs whether a murderess should be pardoned due to insanity.
Based on Margaret Atwood's novel.

Mary Harron, Directed by

The Alienist

Silver Smile
February 05, 2018

Innovative evidence leads the team to discover a crucial element in the case has gone missing. Kreizler
(Daniel Brühl) and Moore (Luke Evans) interview a witness to find out what happened to Moore at the
Brothel. Kreizler challenges Sara (Dakota Fanning) and Moore to look within themselves.

Jakob Verbruggen, Directed by

American Horror Story: Cult

Drink The Kool-Aid
October 31, 2017

Kai turns to historical cult leaders for direction. The women must choose what side of history they stand
on.

Angela Bassett, Directed by

American Horror Story: Cult

Election Night
September 05, 2017

After the surprising results of the 2016 presidential election, a fearful woman's phobias begin to
resurface.

Bradley Buecker, Directed by

American Horror Story: Cult

Great Again
November 14, 2017

Kai sets his master plan into motion. Ally reveals the truth to Kai.

Jennifer Lynch, Directed by



American Horror Story: Cult

Valerie Solanas Died For Your Sins: Scumbag
October 17, 2017

Kai's presence in national headlines attracts a new underground following. The women in the cult find
themselves pushed aside before finding inspiration in the stories of an enigmatic stranger.

Rachel Goldberg, Directed by

American Horror Story: Cult

Winter Of Our Discontent
October 24, 2017

Ally is released from the psych ward; Vincent conspires against Kai; Samuel's and Winter’s loyalty is put
to the test.

Barbara Brown, Directed by

American Vandal

September 15, 2017 - September 15, 2017

A high school is rocked by an act of vandalism, but the top suspect pleads innocence and finds an ally in
a filmmaker. A satirical true crime mystery.

Tony Yacenda, Directed by

Arkangel (Black Mirror)

December 29, 2017

Worried about her daughter's safety, single mom Marie signs up for a cutting-edge device that monitors
the girl's whereabouts -- and much more.

Jodie Foster, Directed by

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

Creator/Destroyer
March 14, 2018

A young Andrew Cunanan struggles with his oppressive father as a young Gianni Versace becomes a
designer. 

Matt Bomer, Directed by

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

House By The Lake
February 07, 2018

Minneapolis architect David Madson is forced to go on the run with Andrew Cunanan.

Daniel Minahan, Directed by



The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

Manhunt
January 24, 2018

Andrew Cunanan arrives in Miami to stalk Gianni Versace.

Nelson Cragg, Directed by

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

The Man Who Would Be Vogue
January 17, 2018

The murder of Gianni Versace turns the eyes of world onto Miami Beach.

Ryan Murphy, Directed by

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

A Random Killing
January 31, 2018

Chicago real estate tycoon Lee Miglin is murdered in what police describe as a random killing.

Gwyneth Horder-Payton, Directed by

Autofac (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Society has collapsed, but a massive, automatic product-manufacturing plant continues to operate
according to the principles of consumerism. When a small band of humans decide to shut down the
factory for good, they discover they may actually be the perfect consumers after all.

Peter Horton, Directed by

Channel Zero: No-End House

September 20, 2017 - October 25, 2017

Inspired by Brian Russell’s “creepypasta” tale, Channel Zero: No-End House tells the story of a young
woman named Margot Sleator who visits the No End House, a bizarre house of horrors that consists of a
series of increasingly disturbing rooms. When she returns home, Margot realizes everything has
changed.

Steven Piet, Directed by

The Child In Time (Masterpiece)

Julian Farino
April 01, 2018

Benedict Cumberbatch stars as Stephen Lewis, a successful writer of children’s books, who is confronted
with the unthinkable: the loss of a child. Stephen and his wife, Julie, are set on diverging paths as both
struggle with grief. Over time, a balance of sorts returns and hope surfaces.

Julian Farino, Directed by



A Christmas Story Live!

December 17, 2017

Ralphie Parker spends most of his time dodging a bully and dreaming of his ideal Christmas gift, a "Red
Ryder air rifle." Frequently at odds with his cranky dad but comforted by his doting mother, Ralphie
struggles to make it to Christmas Day with his glasses and his hopes intact.

Scott Ellis, Directed by
Alex Rudzinski, Live Television Direction by

Cocaine Godmother: The Griselda Blanco Story

January 20, 2018

Catherine Zeta-Jones stars in Cocaine Godmother: The Griselda Blanco Story, a feature based on the life
of drug lord Griselda Blanco, a pioneer in the Miami-based cocaine trade.

Guillermo Navarro, Directed by

Collateral

March 09, 2018 - March 09, 2018

Tracking an elusive killer, stoic detective Kip Glaspie (Carey Mulligan) stumbles into a conspiracy fueled
by xenophobia, intrigue and cold-blooded murder.

SJ Clarkson, Directed by

The Commuter (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Ed's getting tired of his lot in life but after he encounters a mysterious woman who sets him on a
journey to Macon Heights, a town that doesn't exist, he'll return home to find his life has changed for
the better, but at the ultimate cost.

Tom Harper, Directed by

Comrade Detective

August 04, 2017 - August 04, 2017

In the 1980s, millions of Romanians tuned in to Comrade Detective, a gritty, sexy, communist buddy
cop show that has now been digitally remastered and dubbed into English for the first time by a cast
featuring Channing Tatum, Joseph Gordon Levitt, Jenny Slate, Nick Offerman and many more.

Rhys Thomas, Directed by

Echoes (Lore)

October 13, 2017

Dr. Walter Freeman is the father of the icepick lobotomy. He believes the ten-minute procedure will all
but end the need for the mental hospital. He has the best of intentions but winds up creating an entirely
new kind of horror story.

Thomas Wright, Directed by



Fahrenheit 451

May 19, 2018

In an alternate tomorrow, fireman Montag burns books for a living. Under the guidance of his mentor
Beatty, Montag represses intellectual thought and battles terrorists who want to preserve freedom,
culture and history. Influenced by renegade Clarisse, Montag begins to question all he believes. Based
on Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451.

Ramin Bahrani, Directed by

Faith Under Fire: The Antoinette Tuff Story

January 27, 2018

The true story of a 20 year old Gunman, armed with an AK-47, who walks into a Georgia elementary
school and a woman's struggle to convince him not to harm anyone while trapped in an office together.

Vondie Curtis Hall, Directed by

The Father Thing (Philip K. Dick's Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Set in the kitchens and backyards of American suburbia, our young hero Jack must save the human race
while coming to terms with the disillusionment of childhood as he is among the first to realize that
humans are being replaced by dangerous aliens.

Michael Dinner, Directed by

Flint

October 28, 2017

Flint follows the true story of three women who join forces after discovering that their town’s water is
contaminated, resulting in devastating medical problems for their families. When their claims go
unheeded, they expose the wrongdoings committed by government officials whose carelessness caused
irrevocable harm to its residents. 

Bruce Beresford, Directed by

Genius: Picasso

Chapter Two
April 24, 2018

Picasso's relationship with Dora Maar is strained by war. Young Pablo succeeds by imitating the
masters, but struggles to be original.

Ken Biller, Directed by

Gently And The New Age (Inspector George Gently)

November 01, 2017

In 1970, Inspector George Gently (Martin Shaw) is retiring on a professional high when he is approached
by a covert police unit with a cold case of a murdered girl. When the investigation leads to a murky web
of political intrigue, Gently and his team are put in mortal danger.

Bryn Higgins, Directed by



The Girlfriend Experience

Bria: Moral Inventory
November 26, 2017

With an impending trial date, Ian attempts to reign in Bria by stepping up his surveillance of her.

Amy Seimetz, Directed by

The Girlfriend Experience

Erica & Anna: Free Fall
December 24, 2017

Erica tries to escape the consequences of her professional and personal decisions as she falls into a
downward spiral, while Anna finds herself back at the top of her game.

Lodge Kerrigan, Directed by

Godless

November 22, 2017 - November 22, 2017

A ruthless outlaw terrorizes the West in search of a former member of his gang, who’s found a new life
in a quiet town populated only by women.

Scott Frank, Directed by

High-Rise Rescue

August 13, 2017

When her family is trapped in a towering inferno with no way down to safety, a determined mother
walks through the fire and flame to save her family at any cost.

Robert Vaughn, Directed by

Howards End

April 08, 2018 - April 29, 2018

E.M. Forster’s Howards End is the story of two independent and unconventional sisters and the men in
their lives seeking love and meaning as they navigate an ever-changing world.

Hettie Macdonald, Directed by

Human Is (Philip K. Dick's Electric Dreams)

October 29, 2017

Set in the not so distant future, a woman suffering in a loveless marriage, finds that upon his return
from battle, her emotionally abusive husband appears to be a different man - in more ways than one.

Francesca Gregorini, Directed by



I Am Elizabeth Smart

November 18, 2017

In June 2002, 14-year-old Elizabeth Smart was abducted from her home by religious fanatic Brian
Mitchell. She was starved, drugged and raped until, nine months later, she enabled her own rescue. In
the film Elizabeth herself explores how she survived and confronts the truths and misconceptions about
her captivity.

Sarah Walker, Directed by

Instrument Of War

November 23, 2017

When B-24 pilot Clair Cline is shot down and captured, one war ends & another begins -- to keep hope
alive in a Nazi prison camp. To maintain his sanity Clair crafts a violin from bunk slats and makeshift
tools. His homemade violin sparking an unforeseen outcome for the POWs.

Adam Thomas Anderegg, Directed by

Jesus Christ Superstar Live In Concert

April 01, 2018

Jesus Christ Superstar aired live Easter Sunday as a concert staging of Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd
Webber's rock musical, starring John Legend as Jesus Christ, Sara Bareilles as Mary Magdalene, Brandon
Victor Dixon as Judas and Alice Cooper as King Herod.

David Leveaux, Directed by
Alex Rudzinski, Live Television Directed by

Kill All Others (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

A man hangs dead from a lamppost, ignored, apparently murdered after a politician running for office
encourages the population toward violence. When one man dares to speak up in protest, he instantly
finds himself to be the new target. Starring Mel Rodriguez, Sarah Baker, and Jason Mitchell.

Dee Rees, Directed by

The Last Tycoon

Oscar, Oscar, Oscar
July 28, 2017

Brady makes a drastic decision to save the studio causing a rift in his relationship with Stahr. Monroe
and Kathleen grapple with the emotional fallout of her dark deception. Rose forges a new path in life.
Celia takes a lesson from her father. Max's indiscretion comes back to haunt him.

Billy Ray, Directed by



Law & Order True Crime: The Menendez Murders

Episode 1
September 26, 2017

After Jose and Kitty Menendez are found murdered in their home, their son, Lyle, maintains a stoic
appearance while his brother, Erik, struggles. As detectives search for the killers, evidence suggests
that Lyle and Erik may be the prime suspects. Leslie Abramson takes an interest in the case.

Leslie Linka Glatter, Directed by

Little Women

May 13, 2018 - May 20, 2018

Set against the backdrop of the Civil War, the story follows sisters Jo, Meg, Beth and Amy March from
childhood to adulthood. With the help of their mother, Marmee, the girls navigate what it means to be
young women: from sibling rivalry and first love, to loss and marriage.

Vanessa Caswill, Directed by

The Long Road Home

Abandon Hope
December 12, 2017

Caught on a rooftop and with a diminishing supply of ammunition, the soldiers struggle to signal
helicopters in a desperate attempt to get out alive.

Mikael Salomon, Directed by

The Long Road Home

A City Called Heaven
December 05, 2017

Tomas Young learns about the realities of war, beginning a lifelong struggle through which he'll touch
countless lives.

Phil Abraham, Directed by

The Looming Tower

9/11
April 18, 2018

September 11, 2001 and no one can get a hold of O’Neill. Soufan’s evacuation from Yemen stops short
as the CIA Station Chief gives him all the answers he has been asking from the CIA for months. Schmidt
is reinstated into Alec Station. Soufan finally interrogates Abu Jandal.

Craig Zisk, Directed by



The Looming Tower

Boys At War
March 21, 2018

12 year old "Walla", radicalized after the CIA's attack killed his friend, travels to Yemen joining the
retaliation bombing of the USS Cole. John O'Neill, loses his briefcase and an investigation into his
handling of classified materials begins. Ali tries to maintain his long distance relationship. The Cole is
bombed.

Michael Slovis, Directed by

The Looming Tower

Mistakes Were Made
February 28, 2018

The FBI finds one of the surviving terrorists and discovers a game-changing lead in Nairobi, while the
CIA's retaliation plan in approved.

John Dahl, Directed by

The Looming Tower

Now it Begins…
February 28, 2018

The chief of the FBI’s counter-terrorism unit, John O’Neill, invites rookie Muslim-American agent, Ali
Soufan, onto his squad. Fighting to get information from the CIA, they soon realize their work is just
beginning…as two American embassies are bombed.

Alex Gibney, Directed by

The Lost Wife Of Robert Durst

November 04, 2017

Young Kathie falls in love with charming, yet quirky real estate scion Robert Durst, only to find their
marriage turning stranger and more disturbing as time passes. But when Kathie disappears in 1982, her
family is disturbed that her disappearance isn’t taken seriously by police.

Yves Simoneau, Directed by

Love, Lies And Records

Episode 1
November 20, 2017

Ashley Jensen stars as a modern, working mom in this limited series about the personal and
professional lives of employees at the Leeds Register Office. Working at the Register is no ordinary job--
every day, the team is faced with life's greatest milestones: birth, marriage, and death.

Dominic Leclerc, Directed by



Manhunt: Unabomber

August 01, 2017 - September 12, 2017

Manhunt: Unabomber is a dramatic retelling of the true story of the FBI’s hunt for the Unabomber, the
deadliest serial bomber in history. The story centers on FBI Agent and Criminal Profiler Jim Fitzgerald,
who pioneered the use of forensic linguistics to identify and ultimately capture the Unabomber, Ted
Kaczynski.

Greg Yaitanes, Directed by

Marvel's The Defenders

Worst Behavior
August 18, 2017

Elektra's secrets are revealed. Danny changes his tactics. Matt gives Jessica some legal advice. Luke
searches for the White Hat.

Peter Hoar, Directed by

Mommy Be Mine

May 11, 2018

Lianne discovers her daughter’s friend, Cara has a dark past, and even darker intentions as a girl who is
desperate for a mother’s love – and will stop at nothing and no one to find it.

Sean Robert Olson, Directed by

Mosaic

January 22, 2018 - January 26, 2018

Mosaic, a six-part limited series, explores the psychological underpinnings of love and murder in a small
town, blurring the line between reality and memory.

Steven Soderbergh, Directed by

National Treasure: Kiri

April 04, 2018 - April 04, 2018

Kiri is a young black girl in the process of being adopted by a middle class, white family. We follow
Miriam, as fingers of suspicion and blame point at her and her judgement is questioned, Kiri’s birth
family and foster mother, as they are all thrust into the national limelight. 

Euros Lynn, Directed by

Notes From The Field

February 24, 2018

A film adaptation of the acclaimed play, Notes From the Field, composed of excerpts from interviews
conducted by Tony and Pulitzer Prize nominee, Anna Deavere Smith, combines her mastery performing
real life characters and an investigation of how kids living in poverty get pushed out of school and into
prison.

Kristi Zea, Directed by



Paterno

April 07, 2018

In the aftermath of the Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal, Joe Paterno, the winningest coach in
college football history finds his legacy challenged and is forced to confront questions of personal
culpability and institutional failure in regard to the victims.

Barry Levinson, Directed by

Patrick Melrose

May 12, 2018 - June 09, 2018

This five-part limited series based on the acclaimed novels by Edward St. Aubyn tracks Patrick from a
privileged but deeply traumatic childhood in the South of France through severe substance abuse in his
twenties in New York and, ultimately, toward recovery back home in Britain.

Edward Berger, Directed by

Picnic At Hanging Rock

Episode 1.01
May 25, 2018 - May 25, 2018

Late 19th century, Hester Appleyard arrives in Australia, haunted by a secret past. Now in the new
world, she establishes a successful school for young ladies. But on Valentine’s Day, 1900, the
headmistress allows her pupils to picnic at Hanging Rock where something unthinkable happens.

Larysa Kondracki, Directed by

Picnic At Hanging Rock

Episode 6
May 25, 2018

Hester comes to understand that the mystery of the missing girls on Hanging Rock has driven her to
madness and that she herself is the ultimate cause of her own demise.

Michael Rymer, Directed by

Psych: The Movie

December 07, 2017

Fake psychic detective Shawn Spencer and Burton “Gus” Guster open up their new office in San
Francisco, appropriately (though perhaps awkwardly) named psychphrancisco, and are back in business
solving a case after a mystery assailant targets one of their own.

Steve Franks, Directed by

Rellik

Go Back
April 13, 2018

In their hunt for a serial killer, detective Gabriel Markham and his team come to the apparent end of the
case, but how did it all begin?

Sam Miller, Directed by



Rellik

Order And Chaos
May 11, 2018

The acid murderer's first victim is revealed as another suspect enters frame. Gabriel receives help from
an unexpected source, but remains blinded to the consequences of his behavior. As Gabriel sets his
sights on tracking down the first suspect, Elaine makes a difficult decision to revisit her past.

Hans Herbots, Directed by

Royal Hearts

February 24, 2018

Kelly and her father, Hank, receive news that he has inherited an estate in a different country. Upon
their arrival, he's shocked to discover that not only has he inherited the estate, but also a kingdom.

James Brolin, Directed by

Seven Seconds

Brenton's Breath
February 23, 2018

As KJ and Fish continue to investigate, an increasingly nervous Pete considers his options. DiAngelo
goes in search of a possible witness.

Jonathan Demme, Directed by

The Sinner

Part I
August 02, 2017

An unassuming housewife violently stabs a beachgoer to death sparking an investigation by local police
and sudden confusion in a small town.

Antonio Campos, Directed by

The State

September 18, 2017 - September 19, 2017

The State follows four young Britons who leave their lives behind to join ISIS, unmasking the harrowing
reality of life in the radical extremist group. The State provides a raw and authentic look at a pressing
issue of our time.

Peter Kosminsky, Directed by

Story Of A Girl

July 23, 2017

Based on the best-selling YA novel by Sara Zarr, Story of a Girl explores a young woman’s coming-of-age
in the digital era, in which mistakes can be preserved on hard drives and cloud servers.

Kyra Sedgwick, Directed by



The Tale

May 26, 2018

Revisiting a story she wrote at thirteen, a documentary filmmaker (Laura Dern) faces life- altering
questions about her first sexual experience and the elusive nature of memory.

Jennifer Fox, Directed by

The Terror

The Ladder
April 02, 2018

With the "thing on the ice" now stalking the ships, Captain Francis Crozier tries to convince Sir John to
send out a rescue party to attempt to alert the world of their situation, pitting Crozier’s loyalty to his
commander against his duty to his crew.

Sergio Mimica-Gezzan, Directed by

Top Of The Lake: China Girl

Birthday
September 11, 2017

There’s a breakthrough in the case when Robin and Miranda discover that “China Girl” worked at the
brothel where Mary’s boyfriend lives.

Ariel Kleiman, Directed by

Top Of The Lake: China Girl

Who's Your Daddy
September 12, 2017

As Robin and Pyke’s fears for Mary escalate, Miranda drops a bombshell that brings her closer to the
dead girl and puts her on the wrong side of the law.

Jane Campion, Directed by

Twice Upon A Time (Doctor Who)

December 25, 2017

The magical final chapter of the Twelfth Doctor’s (Peter Capaldi) journey sees the Time Lord team up
with his former self, the first ever Doctor (David Bradley) and a returning Bill Potts (Pearl Mackie), for
one last adventure.

Rachel Talalay, Directed by

Twin Peaks

May 21, 2017 - September 03, 2017

It is happening again.

David Lynch, Directed by



Unsolved: The Murders Of Tupac And The Notorious B.I.G.

Tupac Amaru Shakur
April 17, 2018

The Task Force gets help from an FBI informant with a questionable past. Poole shares his work with
Voletta Wallace. After being shot, Tupac clings to life in a Las Vegas hospital.

Anthony Hemingway, Directed by

USS Callister (Black Mirror)

December 29, 2017

Capt. Robert Daly presides over his crew with wisdom and courage. But a new recruit will soon discover
nothing on this spaceship is what it seems.

Toby Haynes, Directed by

Waco

Day 51
February 28, 2018 - February 28, 2018

The standoff at the Mount Carmel compound comes to a violent and tragic end.

John Erick Dowdle, Directed by

Waco

Of Milk And Men
February 14, 2018 - February 28, 2018

Negotiations intensify as the Davidians, led by Taylor Kitsch as Koresh, refuse to surrender. But the
children are starving and FBI negotiator Michael Shannon is able to use milk as a bargaining chip.

Dennie Gordon, Directed by

The Watcher In The Woods

October 21, 2017

A reimagining the 80s’ cult-classic, The Watcher in the Woods, starring Anjelica Huston as Mrs. Aylwood,
the distraught mother whose daughter Karen vanished in the English countryside over 20 years ago.

Melissa Joan Hart, Directed by

End of Category



Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series

All Def Comedy

Episode 1
December 01, 2017

Taped before a live audience at the Avalon in Los Angeles and hosted by comedian Tony Rock, this
stand-up series features performances in a variety of styles, spotlighting veterans as well as up-and-
coming comics. This episode includes comedians: Clayton Thomas, Jordan Rock, Robert Powell, and Gary
Owen.

Stan Lathan, Directed by

At Home With Amy Sedaris

Murdercide
December 19, 2017

It was an award-winning show night like any other. Amy Sedaris was having the book club over for
paella when a car-troubled stranger arrives on her doorstep. A series of mysterious circumstances leads
to the discovery of a corpse. Was it murder? It was!

Drake von Sedgewynn, Directed by

@midnight With Chris Hardwick

@midnight Series Finale
August 04, 2017

Chris Hardwick leads three celebrity contestants down the ultimate internet wormhole. Culling from the
darkest recesses of social media, they compete to determine who will be the funniest person for the
next twenty three and a half hours.

Marty Pasetta Jr., Directed by

CONAN

Episode 1058
July 20, 2017

Conan returns to San Diego for Comic Con with special guests Jeff Goldblum and the cast of Kingsman:
The Golden Circle.

Billy Bollotino, Directed by

Drunk History

Drunk Mystery
March 06, 2018

Drunk History investigates Agatha Christie's disappearance, the anonymous letter writer who terrorized
Circleville and the mastermind behind America's only unsolved airplane hijacking, with Kirsten Dunst,
Vanessa Bayer and Taran Killam.

Derek Waters, Directed by



Drunk History

Heroines
January 23, 2018

Tiffany Haddish, Evan Rachel Wood, Busy Philipps and Mandy Moore pay tribute to the first woman to
fight in the Revolutionary War and receive a pension, a museum curator who saved art from the Nazis
and Civil War hero Clara Barton.

Jeremy Konner, Directed by

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee

Episode 2061
October 11, 2017

Harvey Weinstein is just the tip of the douche-berg. Samantha Bee offers up a warning to the other
creeps of Hollywood, and a bit of sage advice for men who want to make the workplace "flirty" again.

Andre Allen, Directed by

Good Mythical Morning With Rhett & Link

Guess That Laugh With Zach Braff 
March 23, 2018

Rhett & Link are joined by Zach Braff as they compete to match strangers' laughs to the strangers
themselves. Turns out it's a lot harder than it may seem.

Morgan Locke, Directed by

I Love You, America With Sarah Silverman

Episode 102
October 19, 2017

Sarah’s Dad shares life advice and Sarah travels to one of the most conservative counties in Texas.
DeRay Mckessson is her guest.

Allan Kartun, Directed by

The Jim Jefferies Show

The Exploitation Of NFL Cheerleaders
May 22, 2018

Jim looks at all the ways the NFL mistreats its cheerleaders, chats with Carol Burnett about the state of
comedy, refutes conservative hysteria over asylum-seekers, and we’re joined by the Jim Jefferettes!

Brian McAloon, Directed by



Jimmy Kimmel Live!

Jimmy Kimmel Live In Brooklyn: Billy Joel And Tracy Morgan
October 19, 2017

Jimmy Kimmel Live returned to Brooklyn for the third time in October. Jimmy welcomed special guests
Billy Joel and Tracy Morgan with Paul Shaffer sitting in with The Cletones. Billy Joel discussed his
songwriting inspiration, his tour and performed “Miami 2017” (Seen the Lights Go Out on Broadway).

Andy Fisher, Directed by

The Joel McHale Show With Joel McHale

It's Working
April 15, 2018

Joel shows odorous clips from "Jersey Shore," "Live PD" and Russell Crowe's divorce auction, then Nicole
Byer shares some fragrances of her own.

Liz Plonka, Directed by

Last Call With Carson Daly

Guillermo del Toro, Liam Gallagher, Blair Socci
December 19, 2017

Last Call has a killer line-up, featuring filmmaker Guillermo del Toro, stand-up comic Blair Socci, and
music from Liam Gallagher.

Rich Bond, Directed by

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

Episode 421
August 13, 2017

As nuclear tensions continue to escalate between the United States and North Korea, John Oliver enlists
"Weird Al" Yankovic to perform some accordion-based diplomacy.

Paul Pennolino, Directed by

The Late Late Show With James Corden

Episode 0416
November 30, 2017

James and the members of Korean pop sensation BTS play a game of Flinch, where James fires fruit at
incredible rates of speed at a piece of plexiglass protecting the band members, testing who has the
biggest nerves of steel; Guests Bryan Cranston, Timothee Chalamet, performance by BTS.

Tim Mancinelli, Directed by



Late Night With Seth Meyers

Episode 0628
December 19, 2017

This episode begins with a monologue featuring jokes on the Disney animatronic Trump. Other sketches
are “Seth Explains Teen Slang” and “Late Night Casserole” which takes half-baked ideas and blends
them together. Seth MacFarlane and Karlie Kloss are the guests and MacFarlane performs the standard
“Almost Like Being in Love”.

Alexander J. Vietmeier, Directed by

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Episode 438
January 30, 2018

An hour after Trump's State of the Union, Stephen delivered his State of the State of the Union in a live
broadcast from the Ed Sullivan Theater. Guest: Hosts of Pod Save America; Hosts of 2 Dope Queens;
Chris Stapleton

Jim Hoskinson, Directed by

Nathan For You

Andy vs. Uber
October 12, 2017

Nathan teams up with a struggling taxi driver to take down Uber.

Nathan Fielder, Directed by

The Opposition w/ Jordan Klepper

Episode 1086
March 29, 2018

Second Amendment Yoga Class - good gurus with guns stopping bad gurus with guns. This is what
safety looks like America. Josh and Aaron on how to make Hollywood great again by rebooting favorite
sitcoms with an alt-right flare. Attorney Alan Dershowitz advises Donald Trump on how to avoid perjury.

Chuck O'Neil, Directed by

Portlandia

Abracadabra
February 08, 2018

Nina & Lance tell the story of how they met. Peter & Nance look forward to breakfast. Malcolm & Kris get
involved at a community meeting. Gigi & Phil help Amanda plan a wedding. A couple uses distraction
cancelling glasses.

Lance Bangs, Directed by



Portlandia

Riot Spray
January 18, 2018

Spyke gets his old band back together. Podcasters investigate a police station. Candace brings Toni to
her childhood summer home. Brendan & Michelle consider buying a van.

Carrie Brownstein, Directed by

Portlandia

Rose Route
March 22, 2018

The Mayor cuts deals all over town to secure the perfect route for the Portland Marathon. Fred & Carrie
decide to run to break their addiction to constant news alerts. Candace's house guest Dolly arrives to
run the marathon and quickly becomes her new best friend.

Bill Benz, Directed by

Portlandia

Shared Workspace
January 25, 2018

Toni & Candace become involved in women’s healthcare. Peter & Nance deal with a spicy sushi satiation.
Kathleen becomes the first female partner at her firm. A single guy interrupts Brendan & Michelle’s
couples’ dinner. Donovan & Maggie offer sandwich solutions.

Graham Wagner, Directed by

Portlandia

You Do You
February 22, 2018

Sandra discovers she can have it all. Jamie's co-workers help her get over a cold. Portland adds more
lanes to the freeway. Fred & Carrie prepare for a natural disaster. Kath & Dave learn the art of taking
photobooth pictures. A trampoline company's legal department experiences another hectic day.

Alison Greer, Directed by
Bill Benz, Directed by

Real Time With Bill Maher

Episode 1609
March 23, 2018

Bill Maher hosts an always live roundtable discussion recapping the week’s news. The show ended as
always with “New Rules” and an editorial pointing out Republicans hypocrisy when it comes to celebrity
worship.

Paul G. Casey, Directed by



Ridiculousness

The Ridicky Awards
September 01, 2017

Ridiculousness has featured some ridiculous priceless videos through the years -- and now some special
documented moments are receiving some major recognition. Introducing...The Ridickys!

Michael Simon, Directed by

Saturday Night Live

Host: Donald Glover
May 31, 2018

Ben Stiller, as Michael Cohen, makes a series of phone calls to the Trump administration and the real
Stormy Daniels appears as herself. Parodies include a Migos therapy session, "A Kanye Place", and
Lando's Summit from Star Wars. Two live performances by Childish Gambino.

Don Roy King, Directed by

The Standups

Nate Bargatze
July 04, 2017

A deadpan Nate Bargatze recounts his awkward adventures in entertaining prisoners, shopping for
hammocks and touring a house of exotic reptiles.

Troy Miller, Directed by

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Episode 0816
February 04, 2018

Live after the Super Bowl, Justin Timberlake, the Cast of “This Is Us," and Dwayne Johnson, with a
performance by Justin Timberlake featuring Chris Stapleton.

Dave Diomedi, Directed by

Tosh.0

Mississippi State Fan
November 07, 2017

Daniel talks SEC football with a big ol’ beefy booster, he champs at the bit for apple season, and he
crowdfunds his way into sainthood. 

Jim Patton, Directed by



Tracey Ullman's Show

Episode 1
October 20, 2017

Season premiere. Dame Judi Dench is finally apprehended, but will being a national treasure be enough
to get her off the hook? Other sketches include a workaholic Clare Balding, Angela Merkel grieving
Brexit and Nicola Sturgeon kidnapping JK Rowling.

Dominic Brigstocke, Directed by
Nick Collett, Directed by

Watch What Happens Live With Andy Cohen

Dorinda Medley And The Night Of 31 Doorbells
April 11, 2018

In a nod to the television classic “Night of 100 Stars,” Dorinda Medley of “The Real Housewives of New
York City” joins Andy Cohen from the Wiltern Theatre in Los Angeles for an unprecedented night of
surprises in “Dorinda Medley and The Night of 31 Doorbells.”

Rocco Flammia, Directed by

End of Category



Outstanding Directing For A Variety Special

The 24th Screen Actor's Guild Awards

January 28, 2018

Kristen Bell hosted the most prestigious award show of the season from the Shrine Auditorium in Los
Angeles. Gary Oldman and Frances McDormand won top honors for Best Male/Female Actor,
respectively. Three Billboards Outside Ebbing Missouri took home the Cast award.

Alan Carter, Directed by

Ali Wong: Hard Knock Wife

May 13, 2018

Two years after the hit "Baby Cobra," Ali Wong is back with another baby bump -- and a torrent of
hilarious truths about marriage and motherhood.

Jay Karas, Directed by

Andrew Rannells In Concert (Live From Lincoln Center)

May 11, 2018

Best known for his Tony-nominated, Grammy-winning performance in "The Book of Mormon" and as
Elijah in Lena Dunham's "Girls," this irrepressible performer brings his superb vocal prowess and wry wit
to songs ranging from Stephen Sondheim’s “No More” to Bruce Springsteen’s “Born To Run.”

Andrew Carl Wilk, Directed by

Ari Shaffir: Double Negative

July 18, 2017

Wry, yet thoughtful, comedian Ari Shaffir brings his edgy humor to two fast-paced stand-up specials
about children and adulthood.

Eric Abrams, Directed by

Barbra: The Music... The Mem'ries... The Magic!

November 22, 2017

Iconic songstress Barbra Streisand culminates her 13-city tour in Miami with dazzling ballads, Broadway
standards and stories from behind the scenes.

Jim Gable, Directed by
Barbra Streisand, Directed by

Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular

July 04, 2017

The Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular, one of the country’s premier Independence Day celebrations,
annually draws a crowd of more than 500,000 people to the Hatch Memorial Shell located on Boston's
Charles River Esplanade.

Sandra Restrepo Considine, Directed by



Bruno Mars: 24K Magic Live At The Apollo

January 26, 2018

Bruno Mars premieres his first primetime television special, taped at the legendary Apollo Theater, with
an epic performance atop the landmark marquee and exhilarating, never-before-seen stage
performances throughout the broadcast. Mars and his band the Hooligans also take to the streets,
singing and entertaining locals in exciting, intimate, must-see moments.

Chris Howe, Directed by

Carol Burnett Show 50th Anniversary Special

December 03, 2017

A celebration of one of the most iconic television variety series in history, the Carol Burnett Show.
Joining Carol on this 50th Anniversary special are Jim Carrey, Jay Leno, Bill Hader, Amy Poehler,
Stephen Colbert and an all star cast of comedy and music stars.

Paul David Miller, Directed by

Carpool Karaoke Primetime Special 2018

April 23, 2018

James Corden’s annual Primetime Special, featuring a brand new Carpool Karaoke with Christina
Aguilera (and special guest Melissa McCarthy), a “Sound of Music” Crosswalk: the Musical with Allison
Janney, Anna Faris, Kunal Nayyar and Iain Armitage, as well as highlights from the last year.

Tim Mancinelli, Directed by
Glenn Clements, Directed by

Chris D'Elia: Man On Fire

June 27, 2017

Comedian Chris D'Elia reconsiders his approach to major life events like marriage, not having kids, and
buying pants for your friends.

Bill D'Elia, Directed by

Chris Rock: Tamborine

February 14, 2018

Chris Rock takes the stage in Brooklyn for a comedy special filled with searing observations on
fatherhood, infidelity and American politics.

Bo Burnham, Directed by

Christmas In Rockefeller Center

November 29, 2017

Kick off the holidays with the lighting of the iconic tree in the heart of New York City with “Christmas in
Rockefeller Center.” Performances by Jennifer Nettles, Leslie Odom Jr., Pentatonix, Gwen Stefani and
The Tenors, and more. “Today” anchors Savannah Guthrie, Hoda Kotb and Al Roker host.

Debbie Palacio, Directed by



Craig Ferguson: Tickle Fight

December 05, 2017

Cheeky comic Craig Ferguson keeps it casual as he discusses '70s porn, Japanese toilets and his mildy-
crime-filled days as a talk show host.

Jay Chapman, Directed by

The Daily Show's The Yearly Show 2017

December 18, 2017

Trevor and the World's Fakest News Team hit the Gramercy Theatre to look back at the biggest events
of 2017 in news, sports and pop culture.

David Paul Meyer, Directed by
Paul Pennolino, Directed by

Dave Chappelle: Equanimity

December 31, 2017

Chappelle talks growing up poor, upsetting fans and catching heat after Trump's election in an
unflinching stand-up set filmed in Washington, D.C.

Stan Lathan, Directed by

Dirty Computer: An Emotion Picture By Janelle Monáe

April 26, 2018

A story of a young woman named Jane 57821 living in a totalitarian near-future society where citizens
are referred to as “computers.” The Emotion Picture explores what happens to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness when mind and machines merge, and when the government chooses fear over
freedom.

Andrew Donoho, Directed by
Chuck Lightning, Directed by

Falsettos (Live From Lincoln Center)

October 27, 2017

Falsettos is the screen re-creation of the musical theater landmark offering a hilarious and poignant look
at middle-class family dynamics revolving around the life of a gay man, his wife, his lover, his soon to be
bar mitzvahed son, their psychiatrist, and the lesbians next door.

Matthew Diamond, Directed by

Felipe Esparza: Translate This

September 30, 2017

Best-known for his raw and real comedy style that’s relatable to audiences everywhere, comedian Felipe
Esparza stars in this stand-up comedy special, finding humor in his experience as an immigrant in the
U.S., a single dad and now as a married man in a culturally-blended family. 

Claude Shires, Directed by



First Nations Comedy Experience: The Ladies Of Native Comedy

March 16, 2018

First ever Native American Stand-up Comedy TV special featuring the Ladies Of Native Comedy. Starring
Deanna MAD, Teresa Choyguha, and Adrianne Chalepah.

Graham Elwood, Directed by

Foo Fighters Live At The Acropolis (Landmarks Live In Concert)

November 10, 2017

The Foo Fighters travel to Greece with host Chad Smith and perform the first ever rock concert at the
2500 year old Acropolis.

Daniel Edward Catullo, Directed by

Fox's New Year's Eve w/ Steve Harvey Live From Times Square

December 31, 2017

Hosted by Steve Harvey from a frigid Times Square, Fox rings in the new year with comedy, music and
Co-host Maria Menounos' live marriage ceremony on our stage in Times Square.

Gregg Gelfand, Directed by

Fred Armisen: Standup For Drummers

February 06, 2018

For an audience of drummers, comedian Fred Armisen shares and demonstrates his thoughts on
musical genres, drummer quirks, regional accents and more.

Lance Bangs, Directed by

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee Presents: The Great American* Puerto Rico (*It's
Complicated)

March 28, 2018

Full Frontal travels to Puerto Rico to see how Americans are doing post-Hurricane Maria…and to remind
our government that Puerto Ricans are Americans! Highlights include special guest appearances,
adventures with our correspondents, and unforgettable stories from the hard-working Puerto Ricans
who've endured the longest blackout in US history.

Razan Ghalayini, Directed by
Tyler Hall, Directed by
Allana Harkin, Directed by
Miles Kahn, Directed by
Paul Myers, Directed by
Mike Rubens, Directed by

George Lopez: The Wall – Live! From Washington, D.C.

August 05, 2017

Airing live from Washington D.C., George Lopez stars in his stand-up special. Not one to shy away from
current, hot-button issues, Lopez offers his unique take on raising kids, mortality, immortality,
reflections on his childhood and the 45th president’s pledge to build a border wall between the U.S. and
Mexico.

Troy Miller, Directed by



The 75th Annual Golden Globe Awards

January 07, 2018

The 75th Annual Golden Globe Awards, held live from the Beverly Hilton Hotel, was hosted by Seth
Meyers, and honored the year’s best in television and motion pictures, including an impassioned
acceptance speech by Oprah Winfrey, the Cecil B. DeMille Honoree.

Louis J. Horvitz, Directed by

Gwen Stefani's You Make It Feel Like Christmas

December 12, 2017

Gwen Stefani's You Make It Feel Like Christmas is a modern take on the traditional Christmas specials
that we all grew up with and love. Featuring musical performances and fun holiday sketches, this one-
hour primetime special captures Stefani's infectious spirit and iconic style.

Christian Lamb, Directed by

Hollywood Game Night Red Nose Day Special

May 24, 2018

"Hollywood Game Night" joined in on the Red Nose Day celebration with some of the biggest names in
entertainment to raise money to end child poverty while having a little fun. Kelly Clarkson, Sean Hayes,
Jack Black, Chelsea Handler, Isla Fisher, Sarah Silverman, Sasheer Zamata and Cedric the Entertainer
competed.

Ivan Dudynsky, Directed by

The 19th Annual A Home For The Holidays

December 19, 2017

Josh Groban hosts this special, featuring Kelly Clarkson, Kasey Musgraves, and Kane Brown. Musical
performances are weaved into the stories of four families who have adopted children out of foster care. 

Michael Simon, Directed by

I Came Up With Christmas: A President Show Christmas

November 30, 2017

The president celebrates Christmas (a holiday he created) with the first ever TV Christmas special. A
cavalcade of guests stop by the oval office where Trump teaches them the most important lesson of all
– he’s a disaster and he’s never going to change. 

Cedric Andre Allen, Directed by

J Lo Super Saturday Night

February 03, 2018

A once-in-a-lifetime concert from the global music superstar during Super Bowl Week in Minneapolis, MN
the night before the Big Game!

Phil Heyes, Directed by



Jack Whitehall: At Large

October 24, 2017

Comedian Jack Whitehall takes the stage to tell stories about drinking, drugs, a Google Maps van and
his ongoing rivalry with Robert Pattinson.

Brian Klein, Directed by

James Acaster: Repertoire

March 27, 2018

Offbeat comic James Acaster covers the strange, the mundane, and everything in between in this
collection of four wide-ranging stand-up specials.

Dan Lucchesi, Directed by

Jerry Seinfeld: Jerry Before Seinfeld

September 19, 2017

Jerry Seinfeld returns to the club that gave him his start in the 1970s, mixing iconic jokes with stories
from his childhood and early days in comedy.

Michael Bonfiglio, Directed by

Joe Mande's Award-Winning Comedy Special

July 25, 2017

Stand-up comic Joe Mande aims for critical adulation with his special that covers dating shows, "Shark
Tank," Jewish summer camp and much more.

Daniel Gray Longino, Directed by

John Mulaney: Kid Gorgeous At Radio City

May 01, 2018

John Mulaney relays stories from his childhood and "SNL," eviscerates the value of college and laments
getting older in this electric comedy special.

Alex Timbers, Directed by

Judah Friedlander: America Is The Greatest Country In The United States

October 31, 2017

Deadpan comic and self-proclaimed world champion Judah Friedlander performs over several nights in
New York, explaining why America is No. 1.

Judah Friedlander, Directed by

Katt Williams: Great America

January 16, 2018

The King of underground comedy delivers unflinching riffs on the American political climate, racial
tensions, sex and his disdain for roast beef.

Leslie Small, Directed by



Kevin James: Never Don't Give Up

April 24, 2018

He may be a very big star, but he's still a down-to-earth guy and a normal dad. Just don't tell him you're
lactose intolerant.

Andy Fickman, Directed by

2017 LOGO Trailblazer Honors

June 23, 2017

Trailblazers is Logo's annual event that celebrates the pioneers who have broken new ground in the
quest for LGBT civil rights. Last year, “Will & Grace” creators Max Mutchnick and David Kohan were
recognized in celebration of the show’s legendary characters who paved the way for LGBTQ programs
today.

Liz Patrick, Directed by

Macy's Fourth Of July Fireworks Spectacular

July 04, 2017

Celebrate Independence Day with the annual broadcast of “Macy’s 4th of July Fireworks Spectacular”
featuring some of the biggest names in music including Jennifer Lopez, Lady Antebellum, Sheryl Crow,
Brad Paisley, Charlie Puth and Hailee Steinfeld in a countdown to the 41st annual firework display over
the East River.

Joe DeMaio, Directed by

The Magical Wand Chase: A Sesame Street Special

November 11, 2017

While taking her friends on a magical hot air balloon, Abby Cadabby loses her wand to a curious bird
(voiced by Elizabeth Banks). While chasing the bird, they visit new neighborhoods, and discover new
foods, music and languages – learning that kindness is universal and friends can be found anywhere.

Benjamin Lehmann, Directed by

Marc Maron: Too Real

September 05, 2017

Battle-scarrred stand-up comedian Marc Maron unleashes a storm of ideas about meditation, mortality,
documentary films and our weird modern world.

Lynn Shelton, Directed by

Maz Jobrani: Immigrant

August 01, 2017

Iranian American comic Maz Jobrani lights up the Kennedy Center with riffs on immigrant life in the
Trump era, modern parenting pitfalls and more.

Maz Jobrani, Directed by



Michelle Wolf: Nice Lady

December 02, 2017

Comedian Michelle Wolf deftly tackles a wide range of topics from her surprising thoughts on feminism,
the environment and how nature is sexist to the mystery surrounding public bathrooms, why Hilary
Clinton could not be a “nice lady” and more of life’s everyday absurdities.

Neal Brennan, Directed by

The 66th Miss Universe® Competition

November 26, 2017

Over 90 women from around the world compete for the title of Miss Universe in this live three-hour
competition special hosted by Steve Harvey. Featuring live performances and massive competition
elements, this global television event incorporates a real time, worldwide fan vote of 100+ million votes
to crown the winner.

Ron de Moraes, Directed by

2017 MTV Video Music Awards

August 27, 2017

The 2017 VMAs returned to the west coast last year at The Forum in Inglewood, California. The show
opened with Kendrick Lamar and P!nk accepted her Video Vanguard award with a powerful speech about
individuality and self-acceptance inspired by her daughter Willow, reminding those watching to be their
true selves.

Alex Rudzinski, Directed by

Nathan For You: Finding Frances

November 09, 2017

Nathan attempts to help a Bill Gates impersonator reunite with his long-lost love.

Nathan Fielder, Directed by

Night Of Too Many Stars: America Unites For Autism Programs

November 18, 2017

Jon Stewart hosts comedy all-stars fundraising for autism schools and services through unique auctions,
sketches, stand-up and music. Featuring Chris Rock, Stephen Colbert, Samantha Bee, John Oliver, Olivia
Munn, Adam Sandler, Robert DeNiro, Ben Stiller, Abbi Jacobson, Ilana Glazer, John Mulaney, Michelle
Wolf, Hasan Minhaj, Carly Fleishmann and many more.

Michael Dempsey, Directed by

Norma (Great Performances At The Met)

January 26, 2018

In the tour-de-force title role, soprano Sondra Radvanovsky wows in Sir David McVicar’s fiery new
production, opposite mezzo-soprano Joyce DiDonato as the fragile priestess Adalgisa. Tenor Joseph
Calleja is Pollione, the Roman proconsul who comes between Norma and Adalgisa, with bass Matthew
Rose as the warrior Oroveso. Carlo Rizzi conducts.

Gary Halvorson, Directed by



Oh, Hello On Broadway

June 13, 2017

Two delusional geriatrics reveal curious pasts, share a love of tuna and welcome a surprise guest in this
filming of the popular Broadway comedy show.

Michael John Warren, Directed by

The Oscars

March 04, 2018

A three-and-a-half hour global broadcast, honoring actors and filmmakers, hosted by Jimmy Kimmel,
televised in the U.S. and more than 100 countries from Austria to Uruguay, featuring 24 awards from
sound editing to best picture.

Glenn Weiss, Directed by

Patton Oswalt: Annihilation

October 17, 2017

By turns scathing and candid, Patton Oswalt reflects on the glut of comic material in the Trump era and
the dark days following a personal tragedy.

Bob Goldthwait, Directed by

Ricky Gervais: Humanity

March 13, 2018

In his first special in seven years, Ricky Gervais slings his trademark snark at celebrity, mortality and a
society that takes everything personally.

John L. Spencer, Directed by

2018 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony

May 05, 2018

With heartfelt speeches and once-in-a lifetime musical performances and collaborations, the 33rd
annual Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony celebrates 2018’s honorees: Bon Jovi, The Moody
Blues, Nina Simone, The Cars, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, and Dire Straits.

Alex Coletti, Directed by

Rodney Carrington: Here Comes The Truth

October 03, 2017

Raunchy country comic and musician Rodney Carrington jokes and sings about life in his 40s, poking fun
at sex, relationships and gaining weight.

Brandon Jones, Directed by

Rory Scovel Tries Stand-Up For The First Time

June 20, 2017

Comedian Rory Scovel storms the stage in Atlanta, where he shares unfocused thoughts about things
that mystify him, relationships and the "Thong Song."

Scott Moran, Directed by



Russell Howard: Recalibrate

December 19, 2017

Self-deprecating comic Russell Howard plows ahead through politics, porn, social media and his own
shortcomings. Yet he somehow keeps it positive.

Peter Orton, Directed by

Seth Rogen's Hilarity For Charity

April 06, 2018

Seth Rogen and friends combine stand-up, sketches and music for an outrageous comedy special that
could only come from the mind of Seth.

Ryan Polito, Directed by

Steve Martin & Martin Short: An Evening You Will Forget For The Rest Of Your Life

May 25, 2018

Comedy icons Steve Martin and Martin Short team up for musical sketches and conversations about
their legendary lives in show business and stand-up.

Marcus Raboy, Directed by

Super Bowl LII Halftime Show Starring Justin Timberlake

February 04, 2018

Global superstar Justin Timberlake headlined the Pepsi Super Bowl LII Halftime Show at U.S. Bank
Stadium in Minnesota on Sunday, Feb. 4, 2018.

Hamish Hamilton, Directed by

Tim & Faith: Soul2Soul

November 17, 2017

A music documentary highlighting live performances from Tim McGraw and Faith Hill's 2017 Soul2Soul
world tour, as well as an intimate look inside their relationship. Never before seen interviews are
presented along side behind-the-scenes footage, capturing their chemistry on and off the stage.

Jane Lipsitz, Directed by
Dan Cutforth, Directed by

2 Dope Queens: New York

February 02, 2018

2 Dope Queens, featuring Jessica Williams and Phoebe Robinson, tapes before a live audience at
Brooklyn’s King Theatre. These fun and fearless queens dish on Cocoa Khaleesis, dating white baes, sex,
New York living, which borough has the best pizza and so much more.

Tig Notaro, Directed by



WrestleMania 34

April 08, 2018

Brock Lesnar and Roman Reigns end their vicious rivalry in a Universal Championship Match. Will The
Undertaker accept John Cena’s challenge for one last match? WWE Champion AJ Styles defends his title
against Royal Rumble winner Shinsuke Nakamura. The Showcase of the Immortals returns to a sold-out
Superdome.

Marty Miller, Directed by

End of Category


